Foreword

This collection of articles represents the contribution that ELT staff from the British Council made to the IATEFL annual conference in Harrogate in 2010. It reflects the close and productive relationship that the British Council and IATEFL have maintained for many years.

The British Council’s aims in its work in English language teaching are to reach learners and teachers of English with high-quality resources and learning opportunities, to promote the UK ELT sector, and to take a leading role in the debate about effective English language education. Its work in ELT includes working on projects with ministries and other partners in order to assist in education reform in English language teaching. It also undertakes direct teacher training in many countries in the world, with a large staff of teachers teaching English across the range of learners, both children and adults, both general English and English in specific areas. The British Council also develops an increasing range of resources for teachers, incorporating new technologies.

This collection provides an insight into some of the aspects of this wide-ranging work. There are articles investigating the implementation of educational change, lessons learned and factors for success in making change relevant to specific contexts of English language teaching. Some articles focus on the development of teacher trainers to help their teacher colleagues incorporate new teaching methods into their practice. Other articles investigate the application of new technologies to English teaching, or discuss issues facing ELT such as inclusion and diversity, sustainability and politics, as well as aspects of classroom teaching.

I hope that English language teaching practitioners will find much to learn and reflect on in this collection.

Tim Phillips, Head, Teacher Development, English Language Innovations

Editor: Susan Sheehan
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Monitoring and evaluating INSET in India: Challenges and possible solutions

Allison Barrett

Introduction

In-service teacher education in India has relied on an institutionalised cascade model for decades. A small number of teacher educators are trained at the state level, they then train teacher educators at the district level who in turn train teacher educators at the block level (Kumar and Kumar 2009). The cascade model creates a multiplier effect which enables large numbers of teachers to be trained, a key driver in a country where there are an estimated 5 million teachers with as many as 100,000 English teachers, or teachers who teach English in any one state. This preoccupation with the multiplier effect (Prabhu, personal communication) has perhaps contributed to criticisms that teacher education is ‘poorly managed’ and ineffective in changing teachers’ practice (National Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education 2009:7). However, the lack of clear and transparent monitoring and evaluation systems (of teaching and training) means it is very difficult to find studies which establish the reasons for these failings, and as it is unlikely that cascade models will be replaced in the near future, it is necessary to establish ways of generating more data so we can better understand how they can be strengthened.

Firstly, I briefly explore the theory of educational change. Secondly, I share findings from a survey in which I asked Indian stakeholders to list factors they perceived to be critical to the success of cascade models they had experienced. Thirdly, I explain how the British Council’s Regional ‘Project English’ in India and Sri Lanka is developing a more robust cascade model which integrates monitoring and evaluation systems which assist change managers, trainers and teachers in planning and implementing cascade models which are more successful in achieving their stated outcomes.

What makes cascade models successful?

Cascade models are unique in that they rely on teachers and trainers at different layers to change not only their practice, but also to change their roles while receiving and delivering training. They are both the subjects and agents of change (Gilpin 1997). Change is not situated in a vacuum, but in a socially constructed
context (Fullan 2007, Hoban 2002, Wedell 2009) comprising a complex system of interrelated layers of social, cultural, economic, educational, political and institutional elements (Kennedy 1988, 1999). As a result it is important to view cascade models through the lens of educational change theory.

I devised a survey questionnaire containing a mix of open and closed questions and sent it to over 500 Indian stakeholders, of whom 121 responded. One question asked respondents to identify 3 factors critical to the success or failure of cascade models they had experienced. Using Hoban’s model (2002) of ‘change frames’ and Fullan’s (2007) three stage model of educational change (table 1) as a framework, I identified key contextual and process factors which could contribute to the success of large scale cascade teacher education projects for English language teachers. A total of 479 responses were coded into these categories (summary in table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1: Initiation</th>
<th>process that leads up to and includes a decision to adopt or proceed with a change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2: Implementation</td>
<td>roll-out and initial use of an innovation; the first attempt to put an idea into practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3: Institutionalisation</td>
<td>stage where the innovation gets embedded and routinised into a system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**: Phases of educational change (Adapted from Fullan, 2007: 65)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors relating to context</th>
<th>Factors relating to process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure</strong>&lt;br&gt;How does the internal structure of cascade models (e.g. number of layers, locations etc) affect outcomes?</td>
<td><strong>Participatory planning and decision making</strong>&lt;br&gt;How far are all stakeholders consulted and involved in the design and delivery?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Politics</strong>&lt;br&gt;What is the role of political decisions, policies and practices at the national, district and school level?</td>
<td><strong>Communications</strong>&lt;br&gt;How can internal and external communications support change?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture</strong>&lt;br&gt;How important are cultural beliefs, values and traditions?</td>
<td><strong>Quality and standards</strong>&lt;br&gt;What impact did the group size, venues, facilities, materials and quality of the training have on the outcomes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leadership
How important are leaders at national, district and school level in managing and implementing change?

Timing
When, how often and for what duration is the training?

Context
How relevant, feasible and appropriate is the training in relation to the macro and micro contexts?

Sustainability
What kind of follow-up activities are offered?

Teachers’ Lives
How receptive are teachers to change at different stages of their professional and personal lives?

Trainer selection
Who will be training the teachers and what training did they receive?

Teacher Learning
How does the content and methodology of a training programme reflect the desired change?

41 per cent of responses related to process factors and 59 per cent of responses related to contextual factors emphasising the importance of context in supporting change initiatives. Findings are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Interestingly, many of the issues which emerged are also relevant for non-cascade teacher education models, indicating that it may not be the model per se which is at fault.

Contextual Factors

Figure 1: Contextual factors critical to success of cascade models
Figure 2: Process factors critical to success of cascade models

**What are the implications and related challenges?**

Teacher learning, relevance to context and structure were the most critical contextual factors identified and participatory planning and decision making, quality and standards and trainer selection were the most critical process factors identified. Therefore any monitoring and evaluation exercise should aim to assess the impact of all these factors on the intended and unintended outcomes. Additionally, these challenges need to be considered:

- **Scale and geography**: large numbers of English teachers and other stakeholders are geographically dispersed.

- **Structure**: different layers of a cascade require different monitoring and evaluation tools.

- **Highly heterogeneous groups**: teachers have varying levels of skills, language levels, knowledge and experience.

- **Lack of evaluation experience and expertise**: who can monitor and evaluate?

- **Output driven**: monitoring and evaluation tends to be driven by outputs (e.g. number of teachers present) and accountability.
What are the possible solutions?

Kirkpatrick’s evaluation model, devised originally in the 1970s to evaluate the impact of corporate training on a company’s performance, seemed appropriate as it focuses on the various stages of change through four distinct levels (Figure 1).

**Figure 1:** Donald Kirkpatrick’s model for evaluating training

Level 1 refers to reactions after a training programme, level 2 refers to the learning (knowledge, skills, beliefs, attitudes, behaviour) that the participants should have gained, level 3 refers to whether participants have changed as a result of the training and level 4 assesses the results on performance.

In this section, I adapt this model and demonstrate how it can be used as a practical framework to address the critical success factors and challenges identified above. In order to highlight the cyclical and ongoing process of change and learning, I have presented the levels in a circle (figure 2).

**Figure 2:** Adaptation of Kirkpatrick’s model

**Level 0: Identify**

I have also added a level 0 to reflect the importance of identifying the foundations of a cascade model, essential for a successful initiation phase. This can be done through discussion and consultation as part of a needs analysis and baseline study and should address issues such as:
- training needs of key stakeholders (attitudes, beliefs, skills, behaviours, knowledge)
- relevance to classroom context (what’s feasible, appropriate etc)
- course content and approach
- venues and facilities
- language proficiency
- cascade model structure
- timing
- communication channels
- risks

Discussing these points systematically will ‘raise local leader’s awareness of some of the issues they’ll probably have to address in their implementation planning.’ (Wedell 2009:138), which in turn could prevent mismanagement. Conducting a baseline study can also provide data for a pre and post training intervention comparison.

This stage should also include a clarification of the objectives, outcomes and success indicators. Identifying indicators for evaluating success is not straightforward which is probably why output related indicators (e.g. number of teachers attending, number of handbooks printed) tend to dominate in India (Sapre 2002). But stakeholders need to have a shared understanding of what the agreed success indicators look like in practice as it is the performance indicators which ultimately enable an evaluator to state whether the initiative is being implemented and has been institutionalised as intended, or indeed as not intended.

Outcome mapping, a methodology designed by the Canadian International Development Research Center (IDRC) for monitoring and evaluating development projects (Earl et al 2001), can be used once programme objectives have been identified. Stakeholders help us to identify success criteria which relate to outcomes for all stakeholders involved in the project; the teachers, teacher educators, principals, administrators etc. All will need to change their behaviour and skills in some way if the change is to be supported and successfully implemented. This process builds ownership and leads to a shared understanding of the desired change. Indicators should feed into all tools used including those used for giving feedback on micro-teaching or training or when conducting classroom observations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 0</th>
<th>Identify</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>When</strong></td>
<td>Usually during initiation or pre-initiation stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>What is the desired result or outcome?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What skills, behaviours, knowledge and attitudes/beliefs will achieve that outcome?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are the existing skills, behaviours, knowledge, attitudes and beliefs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What is the gap between our existing situation and our ideal situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What needs to change (context and process)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who needs to change?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How can it/they be changed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Questions adapted from Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick 2006: 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data collection</strong></td>
<td>Survey questionnaires with all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Language assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lesson observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Documentation analysis (curriculum/syllabus/policies etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outcome mapping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Level 1: React**

After the initial training, trainees share their immediate reactions to the training in the form of simple reaction questionnaires. Often referred to as ‘smile sheets’, there is some doubt as to their usefulness, but Kirkpatrick (2006:22) claims that, ‘Although a positive reaction does not guarantee learning, a negative reaction almost certainly reduces its possibility.’ Reaction sheets can be used to collect quantitative and qualitative information useful for the development of both the process and context and should be adapted and conducted at all levels of the cascade. If reactions at level 1 are not positive, the needs need to be reassessed in light of this and the training programme redeveloped before it is cascaded further.

This stage should conducted with sample representatives from all levels of a pilot cascade before scaling up because although trainers at the initial (top) level may react positively, teachers at the subsequent (lower) levels may not. Additionally, the course material may differ at the lower levels; it may have more focus on trainer training for example, and so the reactions to be measured will vary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>React</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>When</strong></td>
<td>During and Immediately after the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>Satisfaction in terms of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>■ relevance to context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>■ content and methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>■ trainer skills, credibility and authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>■ amount of consultation and participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>■ understanding of rationale for change and what is required of teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>■ quality and standards (group size, venues, facilities, materials etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data collection</strong></td>
<td>Feedback questionnaires and focus groups with all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observations of training to master trainers and training to teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training journals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Level 2: Learn**

This stage is conducted to assess whether the teachers have understood and developed the skills, behaviours, attitudes and knowledge identified in Level 0. Kirkpatrick warns that many evaluators observe newly trained participants and note that there has been no change and wrongly assume that the training programme was ineffective (Kirkpatrick 2006). However, there are several
possible scenarios; for example, the teachers may have misunderstood; they may have wrongly assimilated the learning into their teaching leading to ‘false clarity’ (Fullan 2007: 89); they may have been prevented from implementing change by local leaders or contextual constraints; or they may not have had sufficient time. Establishing if learning has taken place indicates which scenario is accurate. Unfortunately, it is difficult to assess learning, particularly in beliefs or attitudes. Some dismiss pre and post tests or self-assessments as having little or no value as often at scale the only method you can use is self report but they can be effective if based on a valid design, for example, controlling for external variables and triangulating with data from other stakeholders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Learn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>When</strong></td>
<td>Immediately after and 2–3 months after the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>Have the trainers understood and developed the skills, behaviour, knowledge, beliefs necessary to train teachers effectively?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Has the context changed in such a way as to facilitate the change?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have the teachers understood and developed the skills, behaviour, knowledge, beliefs necessary to bring about a change?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data collection</strong></td>
<td>Pre and post assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher journals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Level 3: Change**

Here the focus is on whether there is a visible change in behaviour, skills, knowledge, beliefs and attitudes at the classroom level. Intended or unintended change in classroom practice can only be assessed through classroom observations which are resource intensive and often subjective. If clear success indicators have been identified at level 0, then this assessment will be much easier, although it is essential that monitors and evaluators are trained and standardised and that objectivity is increased by conducting unannounced observations, for example. This stage also provides an excellent opportunity to further develop the teachers’ and trainers’ skills rather than simply monitor them against targets or indicators, and building peer observations into the process enables teachers to learn from evaluating their colleagues.

It is not easy to establish when the change may take place and subsequently when this stage should start and finish, but a period of 3–6 months after a training programme is probably sufficient. A trainer’s behaviour and skills should have changed before training is cascaded, so this stage could be usefully utilised to
identify which trainers have successfully implemented change and before permitting them to conduct training to other teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>Is there a visible change in:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- classroom practices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- processes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why? Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data collection</strong></td>
<td>Classroom observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher journals and assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Survey questionnaires and focus groups with all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Level 4: Impact**

It is extremely difficult to assess impact in a context with so many possible internal and external variables, but if the previous stages have been planned systematically and the criteria which demonstrate what impact looks like in practice are clear, then this should be easier to implement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>When</strong></td>
<td>One year after the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What</strong></td>
<td>What has the impact of the change been on:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- the students’ learning outcomes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- the teachers’ ability to evaluate and critique their own and others’ practice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- the community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- other teachers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focus on intended and unintended outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What follow up is happening? Is it effective?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data collection</strong></td>
<td>Survey questionnaires and focus groups with all stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam results/ student portfolios/ samples of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post assessment again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

A participatory approach to monitoring and evaluation based on Kirkpatrick’s model helps to ensure that all stakeholders are consulted, increasing the level of ownership of the change, a critical success factor in cascades (or any educational change programme). Information gathered feeds into all three stages of the educational change process which can help prevent mismanagement. A participatory approach creates inclusivity and provides teachers and trainers with essential professional development opportunities to improve their ability to self-assess, reflect and rethink their classroom practice. It ensures that stakeholder views are respected, which I believe is their right, and could lead to an increase in the potential use of the findings by all stakeholders. In a large-scale project, participatory evaluation enables monitoring and evaluation to be conducted across large geographies and can build trust and understanding between academic and administrative staff.

There are of course disadvantages. Some may view the findings as less credible or even inaccurate as it may be difficult for monitors and evaluators from within the system to be neutral, and many tools rely on self-reporting – often considered to be too subjective. A participatory approach hinges on monitoring and evaluation expertise, which is currently low in India which means that training needs to also focus on monitoring and evaluation, taking valuable time away from other input areas.

Overall, participatory monitoring and evaluation systems directly address these challenges and provide a powerful tool because ‘... as long as change and evaluation are detached from each other, we cannot mobilise the data to make improvement.’ (Fullan 1998:261)
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Adapting teacher training to the Chinese context
Principles of programme design; culture and consequences
Keith O’Hare

The cultural challenge for ELT
When I joined the British Council in 2008, I read many reports of teacher training projects across the world that promoted a more communicative approach to teaching dating back to the 1980’s; I wondered if all these communicative training courses were going on then, why is it that traditional, grammar-translation, teacher led classes are still the norm today in a huge number of countries such as China, and India.

Through my own experience in China of observing teachers and educators, talking to them in focus groups and socializing with them, I realised that culture had a big impact on their beliefs and, therefore, on their teaching and how they set up training.

For instance, some cultures may see asking the teacher a question as being rude; what does that mean for telling teachers to elicit and get students to be proactive. Or some cultures may see the teacher making a mistake, as a loss of face; what does that mean for telling a teacher to just try to communicate and not worry about mistakes?

I concluded that there is a need to know the local culture, and understand the consequences; because that is often the barrier to successful programme design and indeed to stopping any training input going further than the training room. Of course this doesn’t mean as trainers and training organizations we don’t push for change, but we must take these cultural factors into account.

How can we really make changes in the beliefs of teachers and programme designers? I feel we have to challenge the way things are done, adapt our approach to the local context, and finally start from the inside, by getting key local people to help re-enforce the message.
China

The education system
Moving on to the context in China, it will be useful to give a brief background to the structure of the education system, and to look at the characteristics of teachers, students and training programmes.

At a national level, the central government issues policy on the National Curriculum and standards for teachers. There are six model Normal Universities directly below the Ministry of Education that are responsible for offering pre-service degrees for students who want to become teachers. They also set the example for other normal universities across the country to follow.

China has 38 Provinces and four municipalities, all of which will set up their own training programmes for teachers. Many will have an Institute of Education for training teachers and a Teacher Research Institute for teacher researchers. However, lately many of the duties of the Institutes of Education and the Teacher Research Institutes are merging into the Normal Universities. District level governments have Education Commissions and a centre for further teacher development where they organize more local training for teachers.

Teachers, trainers and learners
As far as teachers are concerned, there are three levels; new, middle and senior. The best senior teachers may also be given extra responsibilities and become known as Key teachers or Backbone teachers. They are expected to support and nurture less senior teachers. In China, teachers are seen as the source of knowledge, disciplined, bossy and loving. They usually feel they are over-worked, and under-prepared to meet the demands of the reform in the National Curriculum that took place in 2001 and then again in 2008. Generally speaking teaching is exam driven, hierarchical and competitive.

Learners in China put a big emphasis on rote learning and generally speaking, they respect the teachers. They are under huge pressure to pass exams, which are extremely competitive (given there are so many people and so few places in higher education) and hence their work load is huge.

Regarding teacher trainers, they generally work in the district, municipal and provincial Institutes of Education. Also there is another kind of trainer known as the teacher researcher, and in fact this is a duty rather than a rank. Their duties include mentoring new teachers, supporting teachers via classroom observation, organizing training, writing exams and carrying out research in classrooms.
Turning to the characteristics of training in China, the main form of training is the open demo class, where ten to twenty teachers are invited to watch a good teacher perform, by teaching a group of students in front of them. In addition, there are group discussions, lectures, and teaching competitions. Generally speaking, there is also a huge demand for training from L1 English speaking trainers, in addition to training from Chinese trainers.

**Culture**

In this next part, I’d like to highlight some cultural characteristics I have experienced in China and possible consequences for external training organizations to take into consideration. Of course, there are consequences for training and teaching in the classroom, and many of you may be familiar with them. Although I will touch on some training aspects, in this essay I would like to focus on the consequences for programme design.

It is important to realize too that, although I try to be objective, my ideas in this essay will undoubtedly be shaped by my own cultural identity and perspective. What’s more, many of the following characteristics and consequences may be changing as China also adapts and becomes more internationalized. What I highlight here are very general and are just shown here as a guide, certainly not as rules.

Firstly, let’s look at *Hierarchy*. Education and government bodies are very hierarchical, so it is important to be aware of the importance of using a top-down approach to building partnerships and influence. So, when we are running pilot programmes, we let the Ministry of Education know, but we don’t necessarily ask for their immediate support. This way, they can avoid embarrassment if the project fails, but they can also get involved and claim some level of ownership later, if the pilot runs well.

The second aspect to look at is that of *Converging ideas*. When working with institutes and groups of people, it is very important to be aware of who holds the power in that group of people. Often, especially in formal settings, everyone will agree with that person. In group meetings, junior players with great ideas may just agree with the senior decision-makers out of respect and because they are expected to have converging ideas.

A related feature of Chinese culture is *Respect*. If leaders make a decision, one should show respect for it. If you disagree, be persistent but don’t bulldozer through; changing ways of working takes time and is expected to be done in an indirect and non-confrontational way.
The following feature is quite an international one, and is certainly not limited to China. That is the issue of *Face*, in particular giving people face and losing face. Embarrassing people in public meetings by asking them questions they can’t answer may lead to them losing face and so your relationship with them may break down.

The next feature I want to consider is the characteristics of teachers and the culture of teaching. Often teachers may be more traditional and see themselves as the source of knowledge and so facilitating is not natural for them. Several trainers have said to me, ‘I like the way you facilitate, but I can’t do it, it’s not in my culture to do so’.

Teachers are expected, by other teachers, by head teachers and by parents, to control and discipline students; classes should be quite places where learning takes place. Consequently, you rarely see teachers using pair work and group work activities.

Finally, in China working hard and long hours gets respect. So, ability is less important than trying and working hard. Hence, trainees whose English level or teaching ability is too low for a training course will insist they can catch up by hard work; and training course designers will agree.

**Training case study**

I would now like to illustrate how the above knowledge of Chinese culture was applied beneficially, although not always with complete success, in the design of a teacher training project that was run by the British Council in Guangzhou in 2009, called Classroom Language.

This project involved an initial training course for trainers who would learn how to deliver a British Council training course, Classroom Language, to other teachers. They would then go and deliver this course to rural and transfer teachers. The cascaded training for rural teachers is focused on improving the confidence and the English level of those teachers as well as their understanding of communicative methodology, so they can start to use English to teach, rather than Chinese.

When it came to the design of this programme, which was done in partnership with a local Institute of Education, an awareness of many aspects of Chinese culture, especially in an education context, certainly helped us design a better programme and work well with this local partner.

The first criterion for our success was that the programme met central government needs as well local needs and British Council needs. Looking first at *Hierarchy*, we initially met with officials at the central government and found out their needs. We
then later let them know we were running this pilot, but we didn’t ask for their immediate support. In addition, we identified the leading institute in that province, to do the pilot with. We also identified a leading local expert to help us localize materials. We knew that this would give the project respect from other institutes and experts when we wanted to expand the project in the future.

The second criterion for our success was that the project was based on our own research, which was also corroborated by locally done research too. When carrying out this research an awareness of the phenomenon of converging ideas was crucial. We were aware that when doing focus groups with teachers, the participants may tend to agree with senior teachers, even though they may not necessarily agree, and senior teachers may say just what they are expected to say. So when doing focus groups across the country we always separated teachers, trainers and leaders into separate groups. This way they were more comfortable to speak out and tell us the real situation.

The third reason for success was that our training course fitted into an existing system of training. Here, by showing Respect for an existing system, rather than attacking it, we were able to start working more closely with the partner and eventually start making changes to improve that system.

Another factor contributing to the success was that the training content was localized to China. This was done by a British and local Chinese expert working together. When we localized the materials, we had to take the role of the teacher into account. So, knowing that many teachers may be reserved and afraid of making mistakes, we designed lots of support materials that they can use for modelling language in class. This included audio files and video files of the classroom language they were expected to use. It was agreed that although most training by Chinese trainers should be done in English to set a good example, methodology discussions would be ‘allowed’ in Chinese.

When our UK trainer trained the Chinese trainers, we had to take the expectations of the trainers and their preferred training style into account. The concept of ‘the way I train you is the way I want you to train teachers’ had to be made explicit. We had to explicitly explain that the way you train is the way teachers will teach students. So the importance of training in a communicative way was emphasized again and again.

**Conclusions**

Culture has a big influence on a teacher’s beliefs, and this in turn has implications for how we teach and train teachers and also how we work with local partners to design training programmes. Without a doubt, knowledge of local culture and its consequences is essential for successful programme design and delivery.
Online Support Mechanisms for Teachers

Caroline Meek

Background

In 2008, a regional British Council project called Access English was born of a successful smaller scale project called Primary Innovations. The aim of Access English is no less than ‘to transform the teaching and learning of English in East Asia’. As part of the project, the British Council has been working with Ministries of Education (MoE) in Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam to create and develop systems to support the hundreds of thousands of English teachers, many of whom have little or no access to resources such as materials for their lessons and ideas on how to use these, methodology articles and training courses.

Access English works in partnership with MoEs to set up online teachers’ portals in all seven countries, but that doesn’t solve the problem entirely since thousands of teachers do not have access to classrooms with computers, let alone with internet connectivity. The steps that have been taken to set up and ensure the successful usage of the online teachers’ portals, taking into account the different contexts of each country, are interesting. Reaching teachers in more remote areas has been a challenge.

The ‘What’, ‘Where’ and ‘How’

What exactly do teachers need? Teaching resources, lesson plans, teaching tips, methodology articles, access to the latest thoughts and debates on English language teaching, professional development resources and communities of practice (CoPs) were identified as being key in addressing the issue of teacher support in East Asia.

Where can such resources be found? Given the British Council has several websites (LearnEnglish Kids, LearnEnglish and TeachingEnglish) that can provide such support, the logical thing to do initially was to populate the teachers’ portals with localised content selected according to the specific needs of teachers and mapped to the curriculum in each country.

How can these resources be made easily accessible for teachers? As well as looking at the British Council LearnEnglish and TeachingEnglish sites, two other
teachers’ portals were considered useful in providing ideas on the layout, format and content that can be made available online. One was Webenglish, a Hungarian site created for teachers and learners of English by the British Council Hungary, while the other was a portal created by a UK university for the science department of the MoE in Singapore.

www.webenglish.hu
www.sciberdiver.edu.sg/teachers.asp

The steps

Mapping workshops were organised in each country to initiate the project. ‘Mappers’ who were recruited, i.e. the people who would select the resources to go on the teachers’ portals, were local teachers, teacher trainers, coursebook writers and curriculum specialists. The mapping workshops comprised four simple steps:

- Familiarise the mappers with the LearnEnglish and TeachingEnglish websites.
- Provide mappers with training on evaluating and selecting websites and integrating ICT into lessons. This was taken from the Learning Technologies for the Classroom Course.
- Decide on a framework for the website and the mapped resources: What would it look like? What would teachers need to see? A template for the mappers to complete with the resources linked to the local curriculum was then created.
- Begin mapping work.
High tech – Low tech – No tech adaptation
In order to reach all teachers in East Asia, it was clear that the online teachers’ portal was not enough. The mappers, therefore, when selecting suitable resources for teachers in their country, adapted these for high tech, low tech and no tech teaching situations, essentially creating three lesson plans for each resource depending on the teaching context.

What that means:

- High tech – this is where the teacher has a computer/laptop and data projector in the classroom or access to a computer lab.
- Low tech – in this context, the teacher has access to a photocopier and CD player.
- No tech means just that – the teacher has no access to any kind of technology at all.

The results
Once the resources have been mapped, they are uploaded onto the website, which either belong to or will be taken over by the MoEs in each country. The Korean, Indonesian and Vietnamese teachers’ portals are some examples of what has been achieved so far:
Offline packs
The low and no tech options will then be pulled together into an offline pack and distributed to teachers in parts of countries with little or no internet connectivity. This will consist mainly of teaching resources and methodology articles.

The key to success
Training and promotion of the online teachers’ portals as well as of the offline packs are central to their success. In countries where the portal has already been
launched, teachers are receiving training on how to access and use the site. This has been bundled with other British Council training running in countries.

The ultimate goal of Access English is to provide support for all teachers in East Asia, and with each passing month, this is becoming more of a reality.
The starting point

When languages were introduced into the primary curriculum in Turkey it highlighted the importance of English and the lack of qualified professionals to teach the subject for this age group. As a result the government was forced to continue accepting short-term teaching certificates as a qualification for English teachers, although they had been phased out in other subject areas in 1998.

In-service training was unable to bridge the gap as the training offered was the drop in the teaching ocean, meaning that each teacher could only be guaranteed a week’s training every 30 years. When they were offered training teachers were often disappointed to find a lecture style used; concentrating on teaching theory that they saw as irrelevant to their day-to-day teaching needs.

As we already had a strong working relationship with the Ministry of Education, we decided to develop a project to support this need for appropriate training which could reach the 30,000 primary teachers working across 80 cities. It was clear that such a large amount of people could only be reached online and initially decided to develop a blended-learning course. The growth in Internet usage meant that this was a realistic aim in Turkey and we chose Moodle as our virtual learning environment.

Piloting

To add an observation element to the online learning experience a teacher was filmed using some of the teaching techniques discussed on the course in a local primary school. I would recommend this for anyone setting up online teacher training as it has become the most popular element of the course. Anecdotal evidence suggests that in many schools peer observation is not practical due to the long-working hours of teachers.

The initial pilot highlighted how ambitious we were setting up the online element with 60 participants! With hindsight we realise that a maximum cohort of 25 participants is more workable for the tutor. An independent evaluation showed us the importance of socialization to the success of online courses. We added Plenary and Social forums where off-course topics could be discussed to create a wider sense of community. We could also clearly see that we needed to expand the reach of our training in the next stage.
With support from the Ministry of Education 14 teachers from 9 cities in Turkey were trained to be F-2-F and online trainers for this course. In 2009 these facilitators trained over 400 teachers across Turkey. Again, there were many lessons learnt from this next step. We set up a section of our Moodle platform as a trainer’s resource kit with detailed supporting documents and a coffee shop where the facilitators could share ideas and chat generally about their courses. Creating this interaction between the moderators has been one of the most successful approaches we have taken to support our trainers in online learning as this replaces the ‘staffroom chat’. We also produced checklists of the tasks for all modules, so that the tutors could record the information quickly and see at a glance which participants were keeping up with their workload. As many online tutors will have discovered moderating a course can be very time-consuming without support mechanisms in place.

**Getting to know our neighbours**

Mixing online groups so that teachers were meeting participants who were not on their F2F course led to more productive discussion and when we expanded the English Teacher Training Online (ETTO) project into other countries this approach became even more beneficial. We started to work with project managers in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Ukraine. Due to historical reasons the political relationship between some of these countries is strained and, therefore, this project was important from a cultural relations point of view. Many teachers made friends with their ‘neighbours’ for the first time and the similarities of their teaching situations quickly began to emerge and create bonds. We found that teachers who had struggled to get training in the past, in smaller cities such as Batumi in Georgia with a population of around 122,000, were the most appreciative.

With the only prerequisite Internet connectivity, online education can break down barriers and also bring much-needed resources. As online educators this is where we should be reaching out. One of the participants, Elif Arpacı, says it best in her own words:

> I just thank you for giving me the chance to improve my career. In my hometown I don’t have anything to do apart from participating in some seminars. With the help of this online course I could participate and learn lots of things.
Career Paths in Teacher Training and Trainer Training

Esther Hay

As teachers and trainers in EFL we work in a variety of different contexts and environments and have different experiences and opportunities in our careers. As part of professional development one path is to move from teaching to training, but how is this achieved?

- **In your own workplace:**
- How does a teacher become a teacher trainer?
- How easy is it to access professional development?
- What training is available to help new trainers and who provides it?
- What training is available for more experienced trainers and who provides it?
- What opportunities are there for trainers to maintain their training skills?
- Is your status as a trainer recognised by your employer?
- In what way is it recognised?
- What training qualifications do you have?
- Would a formal trainer training qualification be useful?

These were some of the questions we asked local teachers in ministry training institutes to assist us with the design and delivery of career paths and cascade training programmes for teacher trainers and trainer trainers.

This paper focuses on the issues and challenges we faced, our response and lessons learnt.

**Background**

The Peacekeeping English Project (PEP) is funded by the UK government and delivered by the British Council. It has worked with government ministries in over 36 countries worldwide. Its aim is to support participation in international peace support operations, global and state security, conflict prevention and resolution and disaster relief. It also encourages respect for human rights, protection of civilians, governance and law.
PEP works with the local teachers in ministry training centres to develop sustainable systems for English Language training. Each country project has an agreed timescale, aims, objectives and a UK recruited project manager/teacher trainer.

Working with countries in Africa, Asia, Europe and Central America we had to cater for high/low and no tech environments. Teachers had different levels of experience and training, often with no centralised or standardised model for trainer training. There were limited options for teachers to move up the traditional career ladder (senior teacher/head of department) or take a different career path (in an area of specialisation e.g. training or testing). There were also fewer opportunities for existing trainers to train on a regular basis, due to other duties. There was an evident gap between experienced teachers, who had received a lot of training, and those who wanted to develop professionally and become trainers.

In-service teacher training programmes and intensive courses helped build teams and identify team leaders. A one-year modular PEP Trainer Training course was designed to give experienced non-native speaker trainers the opportunity to develop their skills and establish a cadre of trainer trainers across the network. Training is linked to international examinations and professional qualifications where appropriate. CELTA or ICELT courses are run in some countries, but financial and time constraints have prevented a wider application.

**Clear paths and sustainable systems**

For the work of the project to be sustainable we needed cost effective cascade systems for teacher training and trainer training. A clear system for professional development was required, including training plans and career paths. This had to be recognised by the host partner at ministerial level and embedded in policies and budgets to provide the necessary resources and opportunities. It also became increasingly clear that we needed to find way to bridge the gap between teacher/teacher trainer and trainer trainer.

**Issues and challenges**

The challenge was to find low cost solutions to cater for both ends of the training spectrum. We had to develop courses that could be replicated (not 'one-off'). They had to be flexible in approach and content, to cater for different contexts and meet the needs of different clients (military, police etc). They also had to be more intensive and practical to better suit our partners’ needs. Trainers and trainee trainers had to be given time to train and released from their teaching or other duties. Training needed to be done in different countries/regions at mutually convenient times, with host ministries providing training facilities, accommodation
and logistical support. As funding for PEP was limited, getting local ministry support (financial and in kind) was vital.

**Integrated training – bridging the gap**

The Integrated Training for Peace Support and Security Managers (ITPSSM) course was developed by the PEP Integrated Training Co-ordinator, Roma Valiukiene and a team of PEP trained trainers. It is an intensive 2-week course run by experienced trainers for less experienced teachers or trainers. All trainers and trainees are non-native speakers and have been trained through PEP. The trainees prepare and deliver a specially designed course for a specific target audience who are the course participants. In this case we targeted key personnel from government ministries (current/future decision makers and influencers) who need English for international communication and negotiation. The trainees work under the guidance of the trainers, with observation and feedback throughout. The courses are hosted at a ministry training centre, with international participants to encourage cross-border co-operation and professional networks.

**Organisation**

The PEP Integrated Training Co-ordinator was the course designer and organiser, responsible for planning, liaising with partners and the overall management of the events. She led a team of trainers and trainees, identifying and developing future trainers and course organisers. The courses are hosted at local ministry training centres (or ministry hotels) and scheduled around term times or in holiday periods. Local partner contribution includes venue, accommodation, meals, equipment, transport and social events/excursions. Participating countries cover travel costs and course fees for trainers/trainees/participants. The programme ran for 2 years with PEP funding and eleven courses were held in different countries/centres. Subsequent courses are now run independently by local partner ministries.

**People involved**

All personnel involved are L1 speakers of many languages from different countries. The course organiser and the training team of 8 experienced trainers and 8 trainees are present throughout the two weeks. The 32 course participants attend the second week only. The recommended number of participants is thirty-two, with the host country taking approximately half the number of places. This is the optimum number of trainers, trainees and participants to facilitate group activity and role plays. It is very important to screen the participants in advance to ensure that they are all at CEFR B1 level of English. Pre-course questionnaires are used to assess their needs and select topic areas for course content.
Course structure and content
The two-week Integrated Training course consists of two phases. In Phase 1 the trainers work with the trainees on course design and in Phase 2 the trainees deliver the course to the participants. The course is aimed at ministry personnel who need English for meetings and negotiations. The course structure remains the same for all courses but the content (subject matter) is needs-based and related to the areas of work the participants are involved in.

Phase 1
The course organiser and team of experienced trainers set up the course and work with the trainee trainers to prepare the needs-based course for the selected participants. Each day begins with a briefing and ends with a debriefing session. Input sessions deal with team building, critical thinking skills, observing and giving feedback, timetabling, team teaching, materials design and course management. The trainees design the course based on the results of the pre-course questionnaires that were completed by the participants. Input sessions are alternated with self-access (using a mobile mini-resource centre) and speaking corners, to create an English language learning environment overseas and increase exposure to English. The classroom sessions introduce/practice the language of meetings and negotiations and are centred round work related topics (as selected by the participants in the pre-course questionnaires).

Phase 2
The trainees deliver the course that they prepared in Phase 1 to the selected group of participants. The trainers are paired with the trainees to observe and give feedback. The participants are divided into four groups (Group A, B, C and D) with eight participants per group. Two trainers and two trainees are assigned to each group. The timetable includes alternate sessions of classroom input (language of meetings) with self-access/speaking corner activities. The course leads up to a case study role play on Day 5. Evening social events (including ‘international evenings’) and excursions are included to foster team working, knowledge of other countries and cultures and to provide opportunities to practise social English.

Case study role play
Phase 2 – Day 4 A case study is prepared by Group A for Group B (and vice versa) and by Group C for Group D (and vice versa). The case centres round a work related issue or problem which the other group discusses in a role play meeting on Day 5. The case study brief contains background information on the subject/topic, situation/problem, purpose of the meeting (aim/objective) and individuals or groups represented. The teams are given time to prepare for the meeting.
Phase 2 – Day 5 Each group role plays the meeting with the corresponding group observing and giving feedback on aspects of their performance/use of language.

Observation, feedback and evaluation

One of the main features of the Integrated Training course is the continual cycle of observation, feedback and evaluation. In Phase 1 the trainees observe the trainers and give feedback and vice versa. In Phase 2 the trainers and trainees are paired up and given observation tasks. The trainees and participants are also paired up and have guided observations tasks. The participants also have peer observation tasks and are encouraged to self/peer correct and give constructive feedback. In the case study role play meetings everyone is involved, through using observation tasks and giving feedback on performance.

At the end of each day there is a debriefing session where trainees elicit feedback on the course from participants. The trainees and trainers then collate this immediately afterwards in their own debrief. At the briefing session at the start of the next day the trainees summarise the feedback given, focusing on strengths, weaknesses and opportunities along with language work on error correction in pairs or groups. A feedback questionnaire is given at the end of the course and a post course evaluation report is prepared.

Benefits of integrated training

The course offers opportunities for professional development for all. The trainers develop their skills in course organisation, planning and delivery. The trainees develop their skills as trainers through course design and delivery. The participants improve their confidence and proficiency in English and professional knowledge, through active participation and role plays. The programme has created an international pool of experienced trainers - trainees have become trainers and some trainers have become course organisers themselves. It also provides a cost effective model that can be applied to different contexts and groups of people. Through involving ministry personnel as participants they have a better understanding of our course and training methods, which has led to more active support for events.

Lessons learnt

Regular and systematic trainer training courses are required to develop new trainers and provide opportunities for experienced trainers to retain and develop their skills. Not everyone has the time and money to engage in long training courses so shorter, more flexible models that can be easily replicated or adapted
to different contexts are ideal for this purpose. Organisational or local partner buy-in is vital for ongoing support and sustainability. We need to reach the influencers and decision makers in a more practical way (through direct experience) for a fuller understanding of the course and methodology. By involving personnel from different departments, sectors or countries it can be a truly integrated course. International participation fosters co-operation between individuals, organisations and nations resulting in a greater impact and reach. It is a valuable tool for establishing contacts and maintaining and professional networks.

**Summary**

The PEP Integrated Training Course is a cost effective, flexible training model that has potential for a wider application and use in other contexts. It provides a way to bridge the gap between teacher/teacher trainer and trainer trainer. It enables individuals to develop their career and gain experience as trainers and events organisers. Furthermore it brings together internal and external clients and meets the needs of employers (ministries/organisations) trainers, teachers and groups/individuals who need English in their professional and social life.

**A wider application**

Returning to our original questions about training and career paths in your workplace, think about how this model could be applied in your own context.

- How could it fit in with your current training programme?
- Where and when could these courses be held?
- Who could you identify as your potential course organisers, trainers and trainees?
- What groups or individuals could you identify as potential course participants?
- What subjects or topics could form the content of their course?
- How could you apply it in your context?
Cascade training: Russian-style

Lena Borovikova

Introduction

With restrictions on British Council activity in Russia and the closure of teaching centres in 2007–08, the future of our ELT projects which provided teachers with training and development opportunities was severely jeopardised. Our goal was to develop a new cadre of Russian teacher trainers who would engage with teachers nationwide.

This article will focus particularly on the areas of development and capacity building in the context of ELT in Russia, relating to the use of British Council English global products and their further development in accordance with local needs. Global products are materials which are designed to be used throughout the world.

Teacher’s needs and teaching approaches: current state of arts

English language teaching in Russia is transferring from traditional grammar translation to more communicative and competence-based teaching due to the growing social demand for foreign languages, new global and local teaching materials, and the introduction of the national skill-based examination. Teacher training practices are changing very slowly. Teachers traditionally place heavy emphasis on the importance of learning grammar structures, memorising grammar rules and terms, etc. They often explain the reason by declaring that Russian students want to know about grammar and have a need for knowledge of language systems and structures due to the deep traditions of Russian schools. It is common even for YL classrooms where they are taught grammar forms, types of questions, etc.

One of the trainees participating commented on students’ needs analyses: ‘I deal with a lot of students whose language learning experience is mostly totally Soviet. They normally expect you to explain everything (about the language).’ This teacher recognises that the old way of teaching/learning, so common for the Soviet time, still prevails. And she blames students for this not textbooks, nor teachers, while her students were born long after the Soviet system collapsed. The teacher is also justifying her own teaching behaviour and teaching grammar for the sake of grammar.
The top-down, and teacher-centred approaches are still common in English classrooms. It leads to situations where only students with strong linguistic intelligence and motivation for their future career opportunities are successful in mastering the language. The structural and knowledge-based approaches are in force, teachers fear group work and under ‘communicativeness’ very often understand only ‘speaking activities’ done through simple re-production of dialogues or texts learnt by heart.

In spite of this, many teachers are getting more and more interested in how to make teaching and learning more efficient. How to raise students’ motivation in learning English? How to work in a mixed-ability classroom and organise group work? They demonstrate their rising interest in a communicative approach, new classroom techniques and ways of using modern technologies in ELT lessons.

We’ve noticed a significant change in target audiences recently. Teachers from various educational institutions with different teaching and educational backgrounds apply for British Council teacher training activities. They come from not only secondary schools, but also from universities, private tutoring and commercial language schools and teaching centres.

According to the official rules, every school teacher in Russia has to take an in-service course every five years in order to maintain or upgrade their teaching qualification. Teachers often complain about the formal system of in-service teacher training. They blame it for top-down training approaches, lack of real teachers’ needs analyses, and the strong commercial links with publishers which results in propaganda for particular coursebooks during a course.

One of our trainees mentioned: 'TKTE course training sessions were really intensive, interactive, dynamic and very friendly. Something quite opposite to the official ones.' Another teacher mentioned: ‘Being a participant is always much more pleasant than being a pure listener. How really boring it was to be present at the lectures of our local in-service teacher training institution several years ago!'

**Cascade training in Russia: history of British Council projects**

The history of teacher training and other ELT projects in British Council Russia has lasted for many years already. Previous In Service Training (INSET) projects were conducted in 12 regional centres (from St Petersburg in the north-west to Krasnoyarsk in the east and Sochi in the south). Our former regional teams of teacher trainers in many cities work as local teachers’ association organisers, or teaching centres or language faculty founders, administrators, teachers, or occupy some other influential positions in ELT education. We have created teacher training capacity through the National Exam project (SPEX), Textbook
Project and Pre Service teacher training project (PRESET) as well. We have been using a cascade model for trainer training in order to develop a new cohort of ELT professional teacher trainers. We are going to influence teaching English practice in Russia and create favourable conditions for more efficient teaching/learning of English. Meanwhile, the old foreign language teaching traditions in Russia are still very strong.

When British Council initiated developing global products, many of us were quite sceptical about whether it is possible to make worthy training/teaching/learning materials which could meet the needs of learners and teachers all around the world, be valued by all national teacher communities in the world and provide radical improvement in teaching English worldwide.

Our scepticism has been melting while the new components of the global products are produced and introduced. They are of good quality and demonstrate a high level of UK expertise. Besides, the local needs of ELT communities are being taken into consideration. Local British Council teams and local teachers and trainers have been invited for consultations, for piloting materials, for feedback and for materials development.

**TKT Essentials: Why?**

The TKT Essentials course is one element of the global products. It is based on the Teacher Knowledge Test. It attracts attention by its title alone. More and more teachers in Russia are becoming aware of the Cambridge Teacher Knowledge Test. It causes high interest among those teachers who know about Cambridge examinations and their quality and benefits. Although, the name connected with TKT is also a disadvantage. It may mislead a person. It has to be explained to teachers that, this course is not for preparation for Cambridge Exams. It is based on the Teacher Knowledge Test syllabus which is a good initial basis for a teacher’s professional knowledge in the area of communicative methodology.

The interactive training model based on a teacher’s own reflective practice, clear structure and innumerable and varied teacher training activities make the TKTE course popular and appreciated by teacher trainers from both pre-service and in-service level in the private and state sector in Russia. It does not prescribe how to teach but encourages a professional dialogue between peer teachers, helps to question their own practice and to look for answers.

This course provides opportunities to look at a teacher’s career as a developmental process and defines the initial stage of consistent professional development. Continuous Professional Development (CPD) is a new concept for teacher education in Russia.
Trainer development

To introduce the TKTE, we started with a trainer training course. Participants were selected on the basis of competition and according to the following criteria:

- enough teacher training experience and varying degrees of it;
- opportunities for sharing and dissemination;
- capability to work in a team;
- ability to be a potential agent of change;
- level of commitment and high level of motivation.

It was an intensive four-day Trainer Development Course, designed by a member of the English global product team, Maggie Milne. The programme incorporated 6 workshops. The trainees explored their beliefs about teaching/learning and examined teacher roles, approaches and styles, identified skills which are transferrable from teaching to training. They defined factors which impact on teacher trainee learning and development, (goals, expectations, needs, learning styles, the implications for motivation). The teacher trainers were equipped with the tools to help deal with difficult issues arising from teacher inexperience or resistance to engaging in communicative or learner-centred teaching. Participants learnt to explore group dynamics, factors for building rapport between trainer and trainees, the impact of constructive and negative feedback on learning, ways of supporting trainees, giving feedback and doing reflective activities.

The participants were twenty teachers and teacher trainers from nine different cities from all parts of Russia: Moscow and Samara (central Russia), Kaliningrad and St Petersburg (North and West of Russia), Omsk in Siberia (East of Russia) and others. They had varying degrees of experience, ranging from teacher trainers in universities and in-service teacher training institutions to school teachers who deliver workshops to their colleagues.

Even while doing micro-training as the final activity of the course, participants used their awareness of the Russian classroom situation where grammar translation, drilling and PPP approaches are still prevalent to adapt materials from TKTE. They provided more background/explanation/examples to clarify the approach and methodology – which are so different from those used in Russia. Furthermore, the trainers while providing cascade training in their cities continued to report on what local adaptation of the course was done by them and was further needed.

The skills and knowledge gained from the Trainer Development course is having an impact on teachers throughout Russia who have received training from the course participants and the numbers of teachers and teacher trainers affected by it are
continually growing. The course participants are using quality materials (TKTE) and these, together with the skills they have gained from the Trainer Development course have equipped them with the tools necessary to improve professional ELT standards throughout Russia. They are running locally a full TKTE course or deliver singular sessions on particular topics derived from it. A number of teacher training institutions (both pre-service and in-service level) have agreed to incorporate the TKTE modules in their curriculum. The course materials are flexible, allowing slight modifications to better fit the local needs.

**Training online**

The course Teacher Knowledge Test Essentials has got an online analogue. It provided us with important data and helped to develop opinion about the strengths and weaknesses of the face-to-face and online models.

For me as an observer of the online TKTE training course, the most evident point was that training online gives a clear vision of the personal development of an individual teacher and also gives a general picture of teachers’ views. It was easily seen how trainees were progressing in understanding the new concepts of teaching.

Trainees’ opinions were recorded during the course, which helped to see what the teachers’ needs are.

Here are some examples:

‘*Learners don’t want to know about the aims. They just want to get on with the lesson.*’

‘*Not all students are prepared for the eliciting method.*’

‘*I like working with my students and encouraging them to learn English. The only thing I don’t like is mixed-ability groups.*’

Training online enables teachers to communicate, network and share teaching tips, ideas and strategies, as well as learn from the course, from each other and from the moderators.

**Success factors**

According to the final assignments of participants and the micro-teaching delivered on the face-to-face course we may judge that the course has inspired them, and they – in turn – can inspire their students.
These are factors which made TKTE project successful:

- We enrol the most motivated participants trainers and teachers through selection.
- The candidates have to look for new approaches and ways to make teaching more efficient, be flexible and prepared to change own attitudes; and be ready to share.
- The course is developed by UK professionals and throughout the project we receive their constant professional consultancy.
- Cooperation with local educational authorities and getting their approval for the course allowed our participants to get a formal recognition of their qualification upgrade.
- Teachers’ awareness of new opportunities for continuous professional development raises their interest and contributes to success.

**What teachers say after**

‘The course showed us ways of how to be creative in the lesson, make each lesson extremely interesting and motivating, and offered magic spells of turning boring grammar drills into an unforgettable adventure’

‘My views have changed. Before the course I viewed a communicative approach not as a basic but as supplementary for the classical approach . . . ’

‘I’ll definitely discuss the ways of reflection on a lesson with my peer teachers and will try some other ideas.’

‘I will practice some new ways of teaching grammar and will pay attention to student’s autonomy’.

**Some lessons learnt**

We learnt very concrete lessons from this project.

The age of participants and their teaching experience doesn’t mean much.

More practical tasks are needed. Teacher trainees appreciated micro-teaching which was incorporated on the course and expressed their willingness to have more of that during a course.

More attention to work with theory and terminology is needed. Russian teachers want to know how to do things, and why.
Working with one of the elements of the British Council global products made us feel proud that we are privileged to be a tiny part of this huge and very significant work. It was also important that the voice of local teachers and trainers is heard.

The trial of the TKT Essentials in Russia and the use of a cascade approach for its dissemination contributed to building the new capacity of the teacher and the teacher training cadre.

One of the big lessons is that changing concepts in minds takes time and a 72 hour course is not always enough. This thought came to my mind when I came across one of teachers’ comments: ‘Now I know how to force my students to be interested in learning English’…

Well, we have to be optimistic and just know that ‘show must go on’…
Introduction

In a relatively short time significant changes have taken place in government primary schools in Tamil Nadu, South India. ‘Village to Vision’ describes how three organisations worked together to build on one man’s vision in order to respond to the current demands for English by parents, teachers and children across the state.

From 2002–07 a ‘Silent Revolution’ took place when MP Vijayakumar, Director of ‘Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan’ (SSA) the Government of India’s flagship programme for Universalization of Elementary Education, implemented Activity Based Learning (ABL) for children aged 5–9 years. ABL within Tamil Nadu is described as:

*selected practices of Montessori pedagogy for multi-grade and multi-level classrooms that has now been extended to 37,500 government and government aided schools in the state.* (Schoolscape et al. 2009: 2).

The resulting change in primary school experience for children has been remarkable but such is the demand for English, many parents are making uninformed choices to remove their children from vernacular medium government provision and send their children to the growing number of private English medium schools.

It was against this background that Unicef, the SSA and the British Council’s Project English set about developing English language teaching for children in government schools as they progressed through and beyond the ABL system. A large scale cascade programme which would directly train 900 Master trainers and 120,000 teachers was realised with the partners working together to indentify critical success factors.

Success factors

*Shared expectations*

A needs analysis initiated stakeholder involvement and engagement. Everyone from the State Director through to local teachers, children and administrators were consulted with their ideas being taken forward to ensure that needs were met. The three organisations agreed and clearly communicated that the overall aim would be to boost teachers’ confidence in speaking English and introduce active learning
techniques thereby increasing the children’s opportunities for speaking English. This would be achieved in the local context and within the existing recently implemented English curriculum.

**Engagement and ownership**

A challenging aspect of educational change programmes is how to ensure teacher ‘buy in’, without which there is little hope of changing existing practice. A certain amount of adaptation needs to take place when existing beliefs and practice are being challenged. The teachers in Tamil Nadu had recently been through a ‘sea change’ with the introduction of ABL and as those targeted for the English programme had already seen and heard their colleagues working in different ways with younger learners, they were eager to try out different methodologies themselves. During a monitoring visit to a remote school one teacher enthused about the English training programme, describing in detail how the new ideas were being implemented in the classroom. When asked which cascade training he had attended, he replied ‘Unfortunately I did not attend the training; I have learnt all this from my friends and colleagues who did!’ Affirmation from peers within their own local community can only encourage ownership and acceptance.

**Defined roles and responsibilities**

During the initiation phase, roles were defined which took account of and recognised the knowledge and expertise of each partner. The SSA shared their project planning strategies; similarly Unicef shared their extensive knowledge of the participants and local education systems and advised accordingly. The British Council were able to provide top quality, experienced trainers to start the cascade process and through their reputation were key in motivating and enthusing participants. Crucially, an atmosphere of reciprocal leaning was established.

**Ongoing monitoring and evaluation**

State wide monitoring and evaluation was conducted throughout the programme by all partners at all levels. Key findings were shared and consulted on with subsequent action agreed and wherever possible put into action immediately. Partners were responsive to local needs being appropriately flexible in their approach.

**Maintaining quality**

Specific logistical arrangements were implemented to maintain quality and minimise risk. Relatively small batches of 40 participants were trained and only one layer to the cascade reduced the risk of transmission loss. The Master Trainer programme was residential with venues undergoing a rigorous quality check. The participant selection process was transparent and fair recognizing
not only experience and knowledge but also positive attitudes to change. Trainers and teachers worked together in pre-cascade local workshops adapting the programme for their own context under the supervision of the three partner organizations.

**Initial impact**

Initial monitoring has indicated that impact from the programme is already being seen and that consultation, communication and careful planning have been the key to success. Observations confirmed that teachers and children across the state, in both rural and urban schools, are beginning to teach and learn in interactive classrooms and communicate in English albeit at different levels and with varying proficiency. On the strength of the success so far of this programme, the three partners have already begun working in another state and will continue the implementation of the project with an additional 25,000 teachers in Tamil Nadu.
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Problems with coursebooks
You’re using a particular coursebook and you know that cuts down your preparation. After a while you begin to have reservations - the coursebook has unsuitable activities, you would prefer another coursebook or you find that you need to supplement the coursebook with material from other sources. You want to break your reliance on this coursebook, but you don’t want to prepare heaps of your own materials. At the lesson planning level, you will probably find other materials, but this does not solve the problem that your coursebook is inadequate. On what basis then do you select another coursebook and how do you know you have made the best choice?

We need to understand that a coursebook cannot possibly cover all the topics or communicative situations or tasks needed at a particular level of English by all students. Coursebooks vary in for example, content, approach, levels targeted. We are also increasingly seeing versions of coursebooks for particular cultural sensitivities (eg Middle Eastern), or coursebooks focusing more on certain aspects of a general English curriculum (eg the environment, society or international life). Despite this widening range of coursebooks, it is still not a given that a particular coursebook will suit what the students require. Thus it is the responsibility of the teacher who designs the course to decide which coursebook might best suit their students.

This issue became significant for me while teaching in the first year of the Libyan English Teaching in Universities Project (LETUP) in 2007. Students in LETUP classes at language centres attached to Libyan universities needed English so that they would have an improved chance of success when they were sent to English universities on Libyan government educational scholarships. Students were being taught general English using standard coursebooks, prior to taking pre-sessional courses in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) at UK universities. The belief was that by adding well-qualified English L1 teachers and communicative activities, the students’ standard of English would increase rapidly and they would then succeed in UK universities.
However, these students had particular needs. They needed general English while still in Libya, but their general English needs were oriented towards adjusting to living and preparing to study at pre-sessional courses in the UK. I grouped their English language needs into 5 areas:

- Making plans for studying abroad
- Arriving in an English-speaking country
- English for social purposes
- English for transactions
- Preparing to study in a pre-sessional course

Just using the material in the coursebooks often meant that students were learning English of little relevance to their particular needs. A quick glance at any coursebook will reveal little of usefulness for the first two needs or the fifth need of the students, for example.

**The link between courses and coursebooks**

Although pedagogically self-evident, it should be emphasized that before a coursebook can be chosen, the course must be determined. We are in error if the coursebook becomes the course, such that teachers teach from the coursebook without there being a specific course. We should not assume that the coursebook writers know what is best for our students. As we have seen above, coursebooks vary considerably – they do not, for example, cover the same skills, communicative situations, cultural or learning needs. In the LETUP situation, courses should have been written first, clearly identifying what students should learn in their general English courses targeted for living and studying in the UK. Only then could appropriate coursebooks be selected.

There are two significant components in the decision of what should be in an English course. The first component is based on the realisation that learning English as an L2 means that the vast majority of students do not have to learn the wide range of English that a L1 speaker knows. Their requirements are more specific; English is a tool for them to get something they want. Students of English have particular reasons for taking the trouble to learn English, and they can identify what needs in English they might have in the foreseeable future. As teachers, we should be targeting those needs, and also identifying the pedagogic implications of what students tell us. Furthermore, we must have sound research data identifying those needs on an ongoing basis. Wiggins and McTighe (2005: 17) refer to this process as ‘backward design’ meaning that we should determine first what students should ‘know, understand and be able to do’ before we start writing the course.
The second component is based on a teacher’s responsibility to teach students to a recognised standard, such that students can provide evidence to others (e.g. educational or work institutions, peers or family) of their having reached that standard. This is a professional responsibility, akin to the community using the services of other professionals and expecting a standard of service externally monitored by a reputable body. It is a British Council requirement that Teaching Centre courses are soundly and accurately linked to the Common European Framework (CEF). The CEF provides a range of competencies that a student should be able to demonstrate at a CEF level, such as A1, A2, B1, or B2.

**Needs analysis**

The first component mentioned above calls for a comprehensive needs analysis which can be used for course design and then lead to coursebook selection. Current British Council procedures such as focus groups, mid-term questionnaires, or even needs analyses in the first lessons of a course, are insufficient methods of determining needs of our students for the purposes of course design or coursebook selection.

To tackle this challenge, I set about creating a suitable needs analysis. I wanted to find out the needs of British Council Kuwait (BCK) students in learning English. From that, I could then determine in what topics, communicative situations or tasks they might want to show competence in English. By then linking this to CEF competencies, I would have frameworks for courses - and yardsticks for selecting appropriate coursebooks. I sought answers to four major questions:

- Why students are learning English?
- Where they use English outside the British Council?
- What English skills they want to improve most?
- How often they use English during the week?

Answers from students were then analysed and collated.

**Analysis of needs analysis results at British Council Kuwait**

Analysing results (see Figure 1), approximately one third of BCK students want English for study abroad and about another third want English for study or work in Kuwait. About another 13% want English so that they can be more involved in the international English environment of using the internet, watching TV or movies, reading newspapers, magazines or books. From Figure 2, it can be seen that 52 per cent of students use English now for work and study purposes and
38 per cent use English during travelling and shopping. Thus, I look for a coursebook that will offer topics, communicative situations and tasks for mainly work or study or international life. Kuwaiti students have little interest in using English for socialising in Western entertainment communicative situations – a common feature of several coursebooks.

**Figure 1**

*Reasons for learning English*
Most BCK students want to improve their speaking and they place much less emphasis on improvement in writing, reading and listening skills (see Figure 3). Bearing in mind that half of BCK students have come to the British Council because they need English for study and that most of them are around CEF A1, A2 or the low end of B1, I then consider they need to not only improve speaking but they also need a solid grounding in grammar and vocabulary. Even though the students rate writing, listening and reading much lower than speaking, they will need these for the reasons why they are learning English (especially work or study). So I look for a coursebook that develops grammar and vocabulary clearly, and offers students practice in using these in speaking, reading, listening, and writing. I also prefer a coursebook that provides usage of the grammar and vocabulary in communicative situations in work/study/international life as these are the major reasons the students are learning and using English.
Students stated they have several times most days to practise their English (see Figure 4). The course, lessons and homework – and the CEF competences – should offer those opportunities. Further, the coursebook chosen should offer examples of English which students can be expected to use most days (this is likely to be general English for work, study, international life), thus making lesson planning and coursebook use more fruitful for teacher and student.
Keeping in mind the British Council requirement for courses to be consonant with the Common European Framework, I look for coursebooks that are designed to take students to e.g. A1, A2, B1, rather than the less precise nomenclature of e.g. Beginner, Elementary, Pre-Intermediate. This makes it easier to demonstrate that the students, by using the coursebook, have been targeting a set of competences at a recognised level.

**Summary**

The process of when to select a coursebook can be represented diagrammatically:
My preferred coursebook may not be yours, but the principles remain. Does your existing coursebook meet the needs of your students – and does it supply material to the standards expected by the students and your school? Asking questions in a needs analysis about why they are learning English, what English skills they want to improve, where and how often they use English, can assist you in choosing the most appropriate coursebook. Then in the classroom, you use activities that help to deliver the aims of the course. If you have an appropriately selected coursebook, these will often be from that book.

And one final note – analysing my students’ needs has led me to recommend that our coursebook be changed...

**References**

CLIL: Teaching science and English to young learners in Japan

Gordon Allan

Introduction: What Is CLIL?

CLIL stands for content and language integrated learning. In practice, the term CLIL is currently used to refer to a wide variety of teaching contexts. This was the source of much discussion in Harrogate. In the panel discussion that took place just a few hours before my session, Do Coyle said that, as far as she was concerned, true CLIL was content driven. This seems to me to be a fair definition. I am employed as a language teacher, however, so my own work tends to be language driven. A number of other teachers who followed the CLIL sessions in Harrogate were in a similar position. Perhaps what we are doing is not ‘true’ CLIL. That is a question that could be debated at length. To do it justice, I would really need to write a separate, more academic paper. I will return to this briefly later, but for the purpose of this article, the view that I presented in my session was simply that for a lesson to be a CLIL lesson it should have both content and language aims, and that these aims should be integrated.

My CLIL context

Since 2005 I have been working with the team dedicated to science projects in Tokyo to help promote the Royal Institution Christmas Lectures in Japan. These lectures take place at the Royal Institution in London every year, having been started by Michael Faraday in 1825. They were originally intended as a Christmas present to the children of London at a time when formal education was a rare and expensive thing, available only to a privileged few. The lectures have been coming to Japan since 1990, delivered in English by the same leading scientists who deliver them in the U.K.

Working with the science team, I developed pre-lecture introductory lessons every year. Our aim was for the lessons to be content based, teaching both relevant basic science and associated English to junior high school students (12–15 years old) from Tokyo. I have also used these lessons in state junior high schools and have used the same techniques to teach non-science CLIL lessons, such as a social studies lesson comparing everyday life in the UK and Japan.
Why CLIL?

Traditional language teaching in schools often places an emphasis on grammar translation and passing exams, and Japan is no exception. Such an approach may make English may seem like nothing more than just another academic subject; a set of terms and rules to be learned by heart. This is not very inspiring. It is far better for learners to appreciate that English, like most other subjects, has a practical value in the real world.

As communicative language teachers, we are all aware that to be taught effectively, language should always be taught in context. We often use contexts that learners are familiar with as a platform for teaching new language. For example, we might use a dialogue that begins with the question, “How was your weekend?” as a basis for a lesson on the past simple forms of common verbs. This is fine up to a point, but it is not always particularly stimulating for young learners. In my experience, young learners and teenagers often find novel content more stimulating than familiar content.

In CLIL lessons the content is new to the learners. In addition, the aims of the lesson include content aims alongside language aims. I think this is crucial to making CLIL work. Having content aims helps the teacher to maintain a focus on successful communication in the lesson. Using language for a real communicative purpose and experiencing the reward of learning something new gives learners a much richer experience than simply memorising a list of new words or a new structure. As a result, they learn more effectively.

Why science?

Young learners are natural amateur scientists. They are interested in exploring the world around them, and indeed the workings of their own bodies. Science is the study of the natural world. Since science involves a great deal of international collaboration, scientists all over the world often publish their work in English. Teaching science in English, therefore, makes a lot of sense.

Biology lends itself particularly well to CLIL lessons at pre-university level because much of it deals with the world on a scale that we can all readily appreciate. Concepts such as anatomy or the classification of animals and plants are easy for students to grasp. This capitalises on learners’ shared knowledge of the world as a springboard for the acquisition of new language.

How does CLIL work in practice?

The students I teach at junior high school are aged 12–15 and almost all are at beginner or elementary level. One of the challenges this presents for a language
teacher is keeping the content of the lessons interesting without making the language excessively challenging.

A common objection from teachers who are new to CLIL is that if both the language and the content are new to the students, it will be impossible for them to understand. This is a valid concern. It should be borne in mind when planning lessons, but in practice it is not as big a problem as many teachers imagine it will be. CLIL lessons should be planned to capitalise on learners existing knowledge of language and shared knowledge of the world as platforms for learning.

My favourite analogy is with climbing. Imagine a CLIL lesson as a climb. At any given moment, we need footholds, handholds or both. In case of difficulty, we also need a rope. We can think of footholds as our shared knowledge of the world around us, and handholds as language that we already understand. The rope comes in the form of visual aids. We can use our knowledge of the world (content) as a basis for acquiring new language. Similarly, known language can be used to teach new content. When neither existing knowledge nor known language is available, visual aids can save us from falling by supporting understanding.

In other words, CLIL requires extensive scaffolding to support learning, and teachers must keep this in mind when planning lessons and designing materials.

**Choosing content aims**

Content aims, like language aims, should be appropriate to the age and level of the learners. In a school environment, collaboration with other subject teachers may be helpful in determining content aims. For example, when planning a CLIL lesson about nutrition, I spoke to the science teacher who directed me to the school nutritionist (the person responsible for planning the school lunch menu). She had some materials aimed at promoting a healthy, balanced diet to the students. This helped me to assess the students existing knowledge and to pitch my lesson at the right level. In addition, although these materials were in Japanese, I was able to present the same information in English using the same format (an inverted pyramid of food groups, rather than the pyramid we are familiar with in the UK). All of this helped to integrate the lesson into both the school curriculum and the students’ schema for nutrition.

Another consideration when deciding content aims is that there should be some reason why the content is being presented in English. Since English is the de facto language of international communication, any content with an international dimension may be appropriate for a CLIL lesson. For example, teaching Japanese history to the Japanese in English would only make sense if it was Japanese history from an international perspective.
An example: Teaching internal anatomy in English

In my session I demonstrated the activities in this lesson. For obvious reasons it is not possible to repeat that in a printed publication. The following is a summary of the stages in the lesson, and is probably best read alongside the materials used in the lesson. All the materials are available to download from the Harrogate online website.

**Aims**
The 2008 Christmas Lectures by Dr. Hugh Montgomery were about survival in extreme conditions. They dealt with the body’s reaction to extreme environments. I felt that internal anatomy would be an interesting and appropriate introduction to the topic that avoided covering the same ground as the lectures. The junior high school science teachers that I spoke to confirmed that it would fit well what the students were studying in their science classes, so I made this my content aim.

Having chosen a content aim, I then thought about the language necessary to teach it. An obvious lexical aim was lexis for internal organs. In addition, prepositions are often an area of difficulty for many learners and here was an ideal context in which to teach prepositions of space to describe the relative positions of the various organs in the body. I, therefore, chose these as my language aims.

Note that the aims are integrated. Understanding the content aids understanding of the language and *vice versa*.

**Introduction**
The lesson began with a short quiz about the Christmas Lectures. Students worked in pairs to try to answer the questions so this served as an ice-breaker.

To introduce the topic of anatomy, I began with a review of body parts such as eyes, ears, arms and legs. These are usually taught early on so the learners already knew them. In small groups students played Pelmanism, matching the written forms to pictures.

**Stage 1: Vocabulary**
Using flashcards, I attempted to elicit the names of the following internal organs: Lungs, heart, brain, stomach, intestines, liver, kidneys, and muscles. Most of this was new to the students so I drilled the new words and then added cards for all of them to the Pelmanism cards the students already had. They played again. The rule was that they had to say each word when they turned a card over, so I was able to monitor and correct their pronunciation as they played.
Stage 2: Anatomy
To elicit and teach the anatomy, I used a kinesthetic activity. The students had to stick actual-size cut out pictures of the internal organs on to a volunteer in the correct positions. Students worked in the same small groups they had played Pelmanism in. I did not pre-teach this, instead allowing students to teach each other and work it out for themselves. I allowed them time to discuss it and try out ideas, monitoring and making suggestions where necessary using the prepositions that would be taught later in the lesson. I did not explain what the prepositions meant at this stage, nor did I point so students had to work out what my suggestions meant.

This was the most important stage of the lesson, and the most fun! Because they had not been pre-taught the answers, students felt more in control and worried less about making mistakes.

Stage 3: Consolidation
I used two worksheets for consolidation. On the first, students labelled a diagram with the names of the internal organs, and on the second they wrote sentences using prepositions of space to describe the relative positions of the various organs, for example: ‘The heart is between the lungs.’

Post conference reflection
As I mentioned in the introduction, what I have described above is not necessarily true CLIL because it is not content driven but language driven. For those of us who are employed to teach language, this is inevitable, but I see no reason why this should prevent us from trying to harness some of the benefits of CLIL to improve our language teaching by using content as a vehicle for language. In doing so, we are developing the skills and techniques that will be important to making CLIL work in future. I see this as a developmental step in the right direction for teachers who are interested in CLIL.
Challenging themes: radio English for teachers and learners
Thelma Umeh and Paul Woods

Context
There are approximately 11.4 million English language teachers and 1.1 billion English language learners in the world today. 750,000 of these teachers and 100 million learners are in Sub-Saharan Africa, where internet connectivity is still patchy and generally unaffordable for teachers and learners. As the British Council wanted to reach many more learners and teachers using its limited resources, this meant we had to explore different channels to reach our target audiences at a distance – including radio, newspapers and mobile phones.

Why radio?
You may say – ‘radio is old hat. It’s all been done before by BBC English’. True, radio has been around for a long time, but there are still very good reasons for using it, especially in Africa. Widely available in developing countries, radio is accessible and provides a cost-effective way of reaching audiences in countries with low levels of school attendance and gives high impact for relatively low levels of investment.

A Nigerian case study
In Nigeria we adapted the British Council’s Language Improvement for Teachers course (originally designed for face to face delivery) for radio. The course was very clearly defined, but had a skeletal nature which needed to be filled out. To do this, two consultants were employed to adapt the existing content. There was a script conference with ELT experts and radio producers and presenters to develop a production script prior to the actual production of the programmes. Challenges included a lack of experienced personnel to work with, getting a national radio station to partner with us, keeping the partner on board, generating additional content and getting sponsorship for the programmes. In Nigeria we secured a three-year partnership with the national radio network, and the programmes were broadcast on Federal Radio at 7.00pm once a week to an estimated audience of 5 million, rising to 8 million by the end of the series – many of whom were not teachers of English!
Teaching English Radio

Teaching English Radio is a series of twelve 15-minute radio programmes we have developed at the global level, aimed at teachers of English working in schools in developing countries where large classes, a lack of resources and few training opportunities are a reality. The programmes provide advice and training on teaching English at a very basic level and include clips from over twenty different countries from Afghanistan to Angola.

The objective of the series is to motivate teachers and provide a ‘catalyst’ to improve morale, encourage learner-centred strategies and make learning more effective. We have produced supporting notes for teachers and the programmes are designed to be very flexible: they can be re-packaged and delivered via podcasts, or adapted to include a live studio audience and questions from listeners.

The topics covered include finding and using resources, using group and pair work in large classes, using English in the classroom, the teaching of new language, teaching listening and teaching reading. We have also produced a promotional pack for radio stations which includes two data CDs and a booklet outlining the programme content, as well as 10,000 sets of 3 audio CDs which can be used on pre- and in-service training courses after the radio programmes have been broadcast. We anticipate the first series will create an insatiable demand for more, and have already commissioned a follow-on series, covering topics including how to get the most out of your coursebook, managing different levels in the same class, marking, correcting, setting homework, doing revision and enjoying English lessons.

Challenges

We hope to find delivery partners in each country who will broadcast the programmes free of charge. One problem encountered during development was that it took far longer to produce the first series than we had originally anticipated. This was mainly due to difficulties in obtaining recordings from countries like Afghanistan.

LearnEnglish Radio

Potentially the audiences for a series of programmes aimed at learners of English are huge and by 2013 we expect to reach up to 20 million listeners in Sub-Saharan Africa with our programmes. The series will focus on English for work situations.
Classroom Detectives: an informal look at action research
Greg Gobel

Introduction
In the 2008–09 academic year, many British Council teaching centres throughout Spain participated in the Spain Teaching Quality Project (STQP), led by Michael O’Brien. This project set out to give teachers the opportunity to take on informal action research projects of personal interest as part of their professional development and training. The project included well over 100 teachers taking part in 8 centres (Somosaguas, Barcelona YLs, Segovia, Palma, Valencia, Bilbao and Barcelona Adults).

My IATEFL talk focused on this project and its action research (AR) component, with the following objectives:

- for participants to learn about and react to informal action research projects carried out in the 2008–09 academic year in the British Council around Spain,

- see and experiment with an informal action research planning template, and

- brainstorm areas of interest for possible future action research.

STQP outline
The STQP included a research menu created by teachers and training managers. This menu gave many options for teachers to consider when thinking about which area of teaching they could investigate. Teachers were then given a planning template to sketch out their ideas for how to conduct their informal action research. Teachers were given the option to carry out their AR in small groups/teams or individually. There was also a Spain-wide wiki site on the internet for teachers to voluntarily upload their project plans and their results in an effort to share the learning that was happening throughout the various British Council centres involved.
Why AR?

There are many reasons to do AR as part of one’s teacher development and the session asked participants to brainstorm their ideas, and then to compare them with ours, including these:

- to help you notice what you and your students really do, rather than what you think they do,
- to get feedback as to the success or failure of what you are doing,
- to help you tailor teaching and learning to your learners’ learning and their context,
- to help you to be able to justify the teaching and learning choices you make,
- to increase your knowledge of learning and teaching and become an authority on teaching,
- to ensure you maintain your interest in teaching,
- to enable you to become less dependent on decisions made by people who are far away from your classroom such as textbook writers and managers.

Example descriptions from Somosaguas

Participants were then given several short descriptions of some of the projects done by teachers at the Somosaguas Teaching Centre. The participants read two summaries each, compared them with other projects read by other participants, and asked me for clarification when needed. They considered the projects in their own teaching/managing contexts and discussed what benefits there may have been for the learners, the teachers and the centre. Here are some of the descriptions that the participants read and discussed:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 teachers experimented with ways to integrate Drama to develop and extend coursebook content to make it more engaging and to enhance communication skills. The starting point for this project was materials from coursebooks that could be considered a bit dry and unengaging. The group set out to enhance these texts/dialogues by helping students to act them out. They found that, not only at primary and lower junior levels but also with adults and senior groups, students were motivated by ‘acting out’ what was in the coursebook and adapting some of the basics from the book into their own mini-plays. One of the teachers will be developing the group’s ideas into a 1-hour training session in the Somosaguas In Service Training (INSET) programme this year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4 teachers investigated recycling vocabulary to address these problems: students having difficulty in retaining lexis when it’s presented in the context of product based classes, in retaining incidental vocabulary when it comes up in class, the inability to use a certain word which has been taught because the learner has not yet assimilated the word into his/her active word store. Their focus was on if recycling vocabulary would affect both the retention of vocabulary and the production of vocabulary. They used student questionnaires, pre- and post-recycling tests, and through monitoring students in oral tasks. Their students reported that this was extremely useful for them. The teachers’ conclusion is that consistent recycling ‘makes all the difference.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 teachers looked into the use of authentic native speaker recordings to improve their students’ listening skills. This group set out to address the lack of authenticity in typical coursebook recordings. They used these in a task-based teaching/learning framework involving task repetition with particular focus on the language gap between what the students produced on their own before hearing a recording and what the students would produce after hearing a recording with attention to particular language use by the native speakers on the recordings. Their project has started what could become a large, useful bank of authentic recordings that could be used to supplement coursebook listenings for many levels and ages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A teacher experimented with using input only to promote improved use of discourse markers in writing. To address the problem of his 11 year old pre-intermediate students producing relatively incohesive texts, which read as lists of sentences rather than units of longer discourse, he focused his learners on pronoun referencing. The focus was on input rather than output; i.e. for four months the students noticed pronouns in reading texts and identified what they referred to. During this time pronoun usage (their output) was not corrected or praised in their writing tasks. The result was this input processing improved their ability to use pronoun referencing in their texts much more effectively leading to more cohesive writing compared to four months earlier. Although this experiment was successful, the teacher wonders how effective this sort of input processing would be for any other structure or language type.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A teacher looked into ways of helping students to use more English in transactional classroom interaction. His particular focus was on identifying the Spanish that learners would slip into unnecessarily in class and then teach them how to change their habits from language learners to language users. He used questionnaires that both students and teaching colleagues completed in order to identify typical Spanish usage in class and why they perceive this is done. He found that these teaching techniques helped: using phrase bubbles around classroom walls; phrase bingo cards; the teacher noticing what’s been used in Spanish, logging it, then teaching the appropriate English; including more focus on teaching process language and students using it; and encouraging students to be more self-aware through self- and peer-monitoring.

One teacher used wikis to encourage redrafting in the writing process with his Cambridge Proficiency Examination (CPE) students while another teacher used wiki to help his junior students develop their creative writing skills. Both set out to train their students in using wiki with computer lab visits so that the students could use wiki at home to do collaborative writing. They wondered if integrating writing with new technology would help to motivate their students to both write better and write paying more attention to the writing process. Teacher B felt that with lower levels the initial set up of using the wiki was somewhat problematic, but once the students knew what to do and were aware of expectations, they were able to write on the wiki, and his students felt this was more motivating than writing on paper in class or at home. Teacher A’s Proficiency Examination students were quite active in peer-correcting and collaborating through the wiki to help each other approach CPE-style writing tasks. ‘Publishing’ to a public space seemed to have a positive impact on both the writing process and product.

The Planning Template

The basic AR process used was a simple plan, do, review, share learning cycle. The planning template that was used to help give teachers structure and guidance to their AR looked much like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>What broad area are you going to investigate?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem</strong></td>
<td>Identify the problem –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ‘Spanish speakers have difficulty with’...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ‘My FCE class never’...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ‘Kids under ten can’t’...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What’s known</strong></td>
<td>What do you know about the problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What do your colleagues know about it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is there anything you could read about it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research question</td>
<td>What question do you want to answer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘I want to see if I &lt;do X&gt; will my Spanish students &lt;do Y&gt;?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘If I persuade my FCE class to &lt;do X&gt; will &lt;Y happen&gt;?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘If I adapt &lt;X procedure&gt; for kids under 10 will they be able to &lt;do Y&gt;?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check it</td>
<td>Ask yourself is it manageable? If not, try to narrow it down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have you got access to any resources you’ll need?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Will it take up more time than you can afford to invest?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>What exactly are you going to do in class?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>(see next section)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teach/Act/ Reflect</th>
<th>Which lessons will you implement it in?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Will you keep a record of each lesson?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Think about how it’s going.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do you need to make any changes?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Gathering Evidence

The session then looked at ways that teacher can gather evidence, mainly through these five ways:

- reflective notes (field notes, reflective log, personal private diary, public journal),
- verbal reports (thinking aloud or with a Dictaphone a teacher can make verbal reports about what is done generally or verbal observations about what has been done),
- observations (formal observation, self-observation, reciprocal peer observations that could be structured with an observation task or unstructured, student observation, i.e., the student has an observation task),
- questionnaires (design a questionnaire for the students to fill out to help to inform the teacher), and
- interviews and/or focus group (structured interviews of the students with set questions, unstructured discussion with students about the topic of the research, or a focus group with prompt starter questions/topics that can be extended).
Conclusion
The action research was a popular part of the training programme amongst teachers at Somosaguas Teaching Centre, so we continued with it in the 2009–10 academic year, and are looking to extend it even further in the 2010–11 academic year.
Harnessing Reflection and CPD
Seamus Harkin

Introduction
This paper describes the experiences of a group of teachers in Uva Province in Sri Lanka who were asked to keep Teacher Journals. It begins with a description of the course, goes on to outline the development of the journals and concludes with feedback from the IATEFL audience.

Journal writing provided an essential link between the training room and the classroom for 220 novice teachers on a pre-service training programme in Uva Province in Sri Lanka. Comments from these journal entries led to the development of a simple innovation, the Teacher Journal.

Regional English Support Centres
Uva Province is a remote area of Sri Lanka, high in the hill country. It suffers from an acute shortage of primary English teachers and was struggling to meet central government targets. The Chief Governor invited the British Council to conduct a training programme for new graduates from a range of disciplines who had been appointed as English language teachers.

The network of 30 Regional English Support Centres (RESCs), which are resource and training centres, is one of Sri Lanka’s lesser known gems. It was natural for the British Council to draw on the expertise and local knowledge of the trainers in Uva’s four RESCs, who became mentors on this 9-month preparation course.

The Training Programme
Teachers attended one-week training blocks interspersed with three-week teaching blocks. During the teaching blocks there were only very occasional observations by mentors owing to both the remoteness of the schools and the limited resources available. It was essential to accelerate the development of the reflective capacity within these trainees so that they could effectively carry out classroom-based assignments and tasks independently. The introduction of journal writing at an early stage was the main tool used for this. We aimed to help the teachers to consciously make links between the professional knowledge from the training blocks and their personal, practical knowledge from the classroom so that they were better able to make sense of the training and apply it in the classroom. The journals also became the main means of communication between the mentors and teachers.
Teachers’ Concerns

The 16 mentors read and commented on these journals and it was while discussing the contents together that they noticed there seemed to be three main areas of concern being expressed:

- Teachers were worried about the progress they were making without the mentor present to guide and discuss lessons – there was no perception of progress.

- Teachers wanted access to resources so that they could try out ideas from the training course. They also felt isolated in the field and missed the joint preparation of micro-teaching and discussion of ideas.

- The teachers wanted to continue improving their own language skills.

The Teacher Journal

It was in response to these concerns that we developed the Teacher Journal. There are five sections:

1. Diary – this is similar to an organizer and contains weekly planners, important dates and contacts information.

2. Reflections – this encourages teachers to continue to make journal entries beyond the course and offers guides on what to include.

3. Development – this section contains a range of tools and suggestions for Continuing Professional Development.

4. Resources – this provides information about sources of materials and channels of support as well as a bank of low-resource, low-tech classroom activities.

5. Notes – this can be used as a note book by teachers.

We included guidance on getting the most from the Teacher Journal in the latter part of the course and have followed up with teachers to find out how teachers use it and how useful they find it. During the session at IATEFL, we watched interviews of teachers who have using the Teacher Journal. Malkanthi Amarapala told us that writing reflections helped her analyse why her learners seemed to understand in lessons but did not perform well in evaluation and to plan how to deal with the problem. J Hemantha explained why he found the resources section so useful to add variety in his lessons. Finally, Duminda Jayasinghe showed us the portfolio he has started compiling and explained that other teachers at his school are doing the same. He said it helps to measure his improvement.

Useful suggestions from participants at IATEFL on making the Teacher Journal more effective by providing space and guidance for teachers to add their own
evaluation and ideas in the resources section have been incorporated into the Teacher Journal.

We concluded by acknowledging that the Teacher Journal does not actually contain anything new but that it has been received very positively by teachers in India and Sri Lanka and is providing useful tools and is helping to foster continuous development.
Interactive Language Fair presentation

Fitch O’Connell

Introduction
When I was asked to present at the Interactive Language Fair along with some 18 others on the final day of the 2010 IATEFL I have to admit to being somewhat underwhelmed. It was the first time that ILF was to be tried and, well, we all know what Sunday mornings at the conference can be like. It was, therefore, with some reservation that I agreed to take part and indeed right up to the event itself was filled with misgivings about how effective it would be.

Revelation
What a revelation it turned out to be. A modest audience of some 80 or so gathered to hear each of the presenters give a two minute sales pitch before they retired back to individual ‘stalls’, where they had set up shop to await ‘customers’. My presentation was based around the work of the BritLit project in which literature – contemporary short stories and poetry – gets used in the language classroom as a language learning tool. Because of the nature of the event it was impossible to plan a standard conference presentation; we had to respond to groups of people who came to listen and whose interests could lead in one direction or another, and the composition of these groups could change quite frequently. This might well mean that the same, or similar, explanations and descriptions would have to be given three, four or even five times over. The trick, it seemed, was to be very well prepared and ready to respond to any and every direction that enquiry might lead.

Literature in the classroom
I decided to use my two minutes of plenary presentation (for which one slide was allowed) to present my case in the form of a short story to illustrate the metaphor of teachers needing to be persuaded to enlist literature – or narrative structures – in their language classrooms. My premise was that most teachers were under a misconception about what this meant and who believed that the threat of canonic works – Shakespeare, Milton, Dickens and many more dead white men – was what we were talking about. It is not; we embrace the writings of living writers who write about topics that are of interest to enquiring young minds in a language that is relevant to their language learning needs. My references to the Literature Dragon
living on the other side of Paragraph Woods and under the Narrative Falls and the brood of little Short Story dragons seemed to capture a few ears and I soon had a lively and interested crowd around my stall to ask for more information. In fact I did entertain about five different groups of varying sizes over the next hour and a very engaging and exciting time it was too.

Many teachers told me of their desire to do this kind of work but of the difficulties they faced due to syllabus requirements and, more frequently, hostile colleagues and these were common problems in the experience of the project and we were able to discuss these issues and reach some resolution and impart some hope. With other groups, or with changing personnel of a single group, I’m not sure which, we looked at issues to do with presentation, development and follow up. We managed to look in some detail at the need to develop a sense of creative ownership by the students so that they became engaged with reading not as a dreary chore but as something to which they could contribute imaginatively and with flair. We also managed to look at the essential role that critical thinking has in the whole process, underlining the whole of the educational ethos at work: ensuring that different sources of information were absorbed and assessed and balanced and articulated on.

**Conclusion**

In short we were able to cover a remarkable amount of ground, far more than would have been possible in a standard stand-up-and-tell session. The very real, up close and personal nature of the event meant that I was able to deal with all the issues that were articulated by individual teachers, a luxury not usually afforded us.

Of course it was all made possible by having a whole trunkful of tried and tested resources at my beck and call. While I had some booklets and leaflets to hand out, I also had my laptop running, on which the BritLit resources – all 1200 hours worth of classroom materials based on 40 stories for all age groups – were available on the Teaching English website. (http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/try/britlit)

In the end it was one of the most exciting conference events I have ever been asked to represent at and I would love to do it again. Basically, we all stood a good chance of living happily ever after.
Welcome to the diverse language school!
The Inclusive Classroom

Roxana Hughes

Introduction
Make your school appealing for a wider range of students. Say yes to everyone! Overcome obstacles. This report is for anyone who is interested in developing their space to make it more accessible for students with specific needs, particularly those who are approaching this for the first time.

The school system in the UK has been a good model for accommodating students with specific needs for some time now. Increasingly I have found that the same is being asked of British Council Teaching Centres, however, we do not have the same level of training, expertise or facilities in many cases. These students with specific needs might be visually or hearing impaired, physically disabled, have learning difficulties, dyslexia, dyspraxia or any other specific need. Teaching centres need to be able to make changes in order to provide the best possible learning environment for these students. My presentation was written in response to this need, and I hope it will continue to open up the discussions in this area. In this report I will highlight four key areas where any school can make small changes, in order to accommodate students with specific needs.

Developing Resources
Expanding our bank of resources expands our client base, as we are then able to offer our products to a wider range of students. Brailling and producing enlarged copies of the textbooks, worksheets and tests has made our courses accessible to a number of students who were unable to study with us before. These are kept in the Study Support Centre, and students are able to borrow these resources for the duration of their course (the teacher keeps the tests). Having a bank of cut up alphabets, word sets and pictures is very useful for any school, especially when teaching lower levels, but especially useful for students who have difficulty writing. We have also started recording our childrens books onto tape so that during extensive reading time, visually impaired students can listen to the stories, or students with learning difficulties could have the option of listening and reading together. In centres with more advanced technology, installing a hearing loop in classrooms and public areas means that students who use hearing aids can hear the teacher or member of the customer service team more clearly.
I feel that the most important thing about developing resources, is that they are useful for all students, as there are many different ways that students are able to learn, and everyone is different. By expanding our bank of resources we have the choice to teach students in the way that suits them best.

**Changing Attitudes**

Approaching teaching students with specific needs means tackling and sometimes challenging pre-conceived ideas and attitudes. Teachers may not be used to teaching these students, so may worry about the changes they might have to make to their teaching or approach. They may need more preparation time, for example, or support in class. Attitudes of local staff may be very different to attitudes in the UK – you may have to deal with prejudice, or an idea that students with specific needs are somehow different or not normal. To tackle these ideas it is a good idea to bring in specialists in the field to offer training, or prepare training yourself based on information from websites such as the British Dyslexia association. You may encounter attitudes from other students in the class who feel that they are not getting enough attention. In large classes this can be difficult to manage, but on the whole I have found that other students can be a real benefit, reading out questions or writing for specific students. This does not detract from their own learning but actually supports it. Sometimes the culture you are teaching in is not used to supporting students with specific needs, so they may have been treated differently in the past. They may have become used to special treatment, so sometimes being integrated into a general class can come as quite a shock. In these cases it is important that the students’ expectations are managed and that there is someone for them to talk to during the first few weeks of the course.

**Assistance**

In a few of the areas above I have mentioned the role of an assistant. Having a classroom or teaching centre assistant can be of real added value in these situations. They can help to photocopy and prepare cut-ups or enlarged copies ahead of time for the teacher, arrange furniture in the classroom, or be a point of contact for the student outside of the classroom if they need extra materials or someone to translate a problem. Students can also read their homework onto an mp3 player which the assistant can then transcribe for the teacher. Inside the class, an assistant can read questions to the student, or write for them, or provide extra support to the class while the teacher is helping specific students.
Assistance can also come in the form of websites, handbooks and policies, leaflets and booklets, and in country specialists. The more forms of assistance you have in your centre, the more equipped you will be to deal with any situation.

**Space**

Space is another area where small changes can mean the difference between students being able to study or not. Obviously wheelchair access is a large project, and often a huge expense. If your school can accommodate one classroom on the ground floor, then this is a good start, as classes can be moved around if a student in a wheelchair registers. If not, a stairlift can be installed even in small schools with narrow staircases. This can be beneficial for elderly students and students with walking difficulties as well as students in wheelchairs.

In the classroom, a lot of things can be done for a range of specific needs. Students who are visually impaired need light to be shining on their teachers’ face rather than behind them, so reorganising the furniture can make this possible. Sometimes the glare from the electronic whiteboard can make it difficult to see the words, but the background can easily be changed (beige or rose usually work best). Most new IWBs come with the ability to adjust the height, if you are asking different students to come to the board to write. It is also important to ensure there is storage space for bags and coats, so that students can move about the class easily, without unexpected obstacles.

Outside the classroom, handrails, Braille and large signs and clear lighting will also make it easier for students to move about the building.

**The inclusive classroom**

We teach to individuals. Tailoring our classrooms and our lessons to appeal to all different kinds of people means they are ready for anyone. Which ever way they prefer to learn, and whatever specific needs they may have, we can ensure that our teaching centre is equipped to provide them with the best possible service. Please display the poster in your schools, as a focal point to open up discussion.
THE INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM

RESOURCES
- Braille
- Large print
- Word sets
- Alphabets
- Cut ups
- Pictures
- Coloured paper
- Magnifiers
- Hearing loop
- Tape/CD/MP3 player and headphones

ATTITUDE
- Teachers
- Local staff
- The student with specific needs
- Other students
- Culture
- Preconceived ideas
- Previous treatment

ASSISTANCE
- Websites
- Partnerships
- Handbooks & policies
- Leaflets & booklets
- UK best practice
- Classroom assistants
- Other centres
- In country specialists

SPACE
- Stairs
- Wheelchair access
- Signs
- Acoustics
- Lighting
- Arrows
- Colour of the board
- Height adjustable furniture
- Clutter free workspace
Introduction

In today’s society we have a range of digital devices at our disposal. I use the term handheld learning in my title rather than ‘mobile’ learning as the age we live in allows for mobile phones, digital cameras, gaming consoles, Internet television, and medium sized ‘tablets’, all of which can provide individual or collaborative learning in and outside the classroom.

Handheld devices allow educators and learners to create, share, and retain content and in turn learning experiences in an easy and portable manner. The exponential growth of handheld devices, in particular mobile, has led to people using their phones as more than just communication devices, and the world is slowly moving towards a perception of less of a mobile phone, but a portable multi media device.

In China, at the end of 2009, there were 717 million mobile subscribers. Of those, there were 1.2 million 3G sales. 3rd Generation connectivity is growing at such a rate in China that by 2014, it has been predicted that 70% of broadband connections will be mobile broadband.

Mobile Learning

With that in mind, the British Council in China, and other parts of the world, has seen mobile as a way of engaging new audiences, in a way that no other technology can. Mobile is also a device which provides inspiration, aspiration and integration in self access and collaborative learning. Inspiration comes through feeling motivated to practise English learning, aspiration as new and engaging content can help learners to reach their academic and career goals, while mobile devices are inclusive as more people have a mobile phone than any other electronic device.

This was highlighted after the tragic earthquake in 2008 in Sichuan province. The British Council worked with local partners and Nokia to provide English learning opportunities to students whose class rooms were brought to rubble.

Students were given the opportunity to have English training and use English

---

1 BDA China Telecom Market Update 2009
2 BDA China Telecom Market Update 2009
learning materials on Nokia devices. Feedback from the primary school learners was extremely enthusiastic: ‘This is my opportunity to learn more about the world around me’. Such feedback demonstrates how cultural relations through learning English is extremely important, and can be facilitated with low cost technology, such as mobile, providing an instant window to a wider world.

Our work with Nokia is continuing, as we are a content partner for their new product Ovi Life Tools. Ovi Life Tools focuses on essential information and content brought to users in both rural and urban areas via Nokia phones. Apart from accessing essential agricultural information, users can also subscribe to educational content, including basic expressions in English, focussing on phatic language alongside topics which would be beneficial in the workplace. The service will launch in August 2010, and hopes to reach the millions of mobile users across China.

Although basic mobile services are extending into rural areas, the amount of sophisticated interaction with mobiles in urban areas is growing amongst a young generation of smart, motivated audiences.

**Young People**

Through my own work, I have discovered that young people in urban areas between 20–30 years of age can fall into three main areas of ‘aspirant’: the student with international goals, the young entrepreneur and the style follower. The student has a desire to study abroad and needs English in order to do so. Unable to gain access at university to a computer, as the computer rooms are always booked, they access content from their cramped dormitory room via their mobile device.

The young entrepreneur has migrated from the country to the city, and has set up a small business, often with a focus on technology. Keen to expand the business via IT outsourcing, they require English learning resources, which give them skills for socialising which they feel is important in embedding relationships with overseas customers, often via Instant Messaging on a mobile or computer.

The style follower is not an early adopter but someone who waits and then follows the latest trend. Realising that more and more of their peers are using English, or needing English for their own career prospects, ‘style followers’ will download English learning content from their friends through word-of-mouth rather than from a direct subscription. Once committed, they are also more likely to persevere with a particular course or piece of content till its completion, while early adopters have already moved on to something else.
In developing content for more sophisticated devices, the majority of our work has been with young, urban trendsetters in China, with a particular focus in Beijing. In March 2010, we gathered a group of young trendsetters at the British Council offices who were digital natives, and early adopters of smartphone devices to help shape our products through an offline meet up and some prototype testing.

When interviewed, most of the trendsetters wished they had a variety of learning content which offered specific learning outcomes but in a fun and enjoyable way rather than traditional practice activities which are replicated in text books. Another priority was around sharing content, and being able to collaborate with other learners. This reinforced to me that devices such as mobiles and even more so, with iPad like devices that the ability to socialise, learn and collaborate with others would be important factors in the development of educational applications for handheld devices.

Other handheld initiatives we pursued in China was a three month pilot around teachers in the cloud. We partnered with Idapted; a company who provide the platform for 1-2-1 live on-demand training. We created a business English course which was delivered to young professionals in multinational companies. Over 3,000 young Chinese professionals took part. The results of the pilot were very positive, and highlighted the scope for future opportunities of ‘teachers in the cloud’ and live, on demand tuition.

The Future
For 2010 and beyond, the British Council is looking to release a suite of new content for teachers and learners across the world, some of which will be offered via mobile. In developing applications such as my WordBook, a vocabulary database maker, we are striving to bring quality British Council English learning content into the 21st Century in a new and innovative way, as part of a wider ecosystem of quality digital content across all channels.
I don’t ‘do’ politics... do I?

Danny Whitehead

Introduction

‘Politics’ is much more than electioneering, or considerations of right/left theory. Politics concerns principles of power and status at all levels, including the classroom. The process of language teaching and the materials of language teaching are inherently political, with concerns of linguistic imperialism or creeping Anglophone hegemony reinforced by content-lite textbooks pushing the cult of celebrity and assuming (depositing) Western assumptions of life and lifestyle. As English language teachers, we can’t avoid ‘doing’ politics.

The question for the English teacher is therefore not whether to ‘do’ politics or not, the question is how to ‘do’ it well.

And this isn’t necessarily bad thing. Politics is a ‘real’ subject which motivates learners: it is relevant, and stimulates cognitive involvement. Indeed, the L2 classroom is an ideal environment for encountering challenging issues, as ELT has great potential to create counter-hegemonic discourses. Widely-quoted broad-brush criticisms of the spread of English, and of the organisations (such as the British Council) who work towards the promotion of English and the improvement of English language teaching standards (see Edge, 2003; Edge (ed.), 2006; Ngũgĩ, 1986; Pennycook, 1994; and Philipson, 1992) often fail to recognise the global demand for English, and its benefit in socio-economic development. Indeed, those who are motivated by these criticisms are often ironically seen by learners, parents, and teachers as imperialist in themselves, by denying (or obstructing) access to English language training due to an ideologically driven, ‘we-know-what’s-best-for-you’ paternalist attitude.

A longitudinal study in DRC explored the use of politics in the classroom, and the empowering potential of English in learners’ creation of counter-hegemonic dialogues. Following the research, I identified seven key precepts (outlined below with suggested activities) which could be called, with referential mock gravitas, ‘The Teacher’s Manifesto’.
The Teacher’s Manifesto

1 I will try to use critical praxis in my lessons.

‘Critical praxis’ is teaching practice which recognises the power of English, but seeks to subvert it or use it for the creation of new identities and counter-hegemonic discourses. This is the foundation of the Teacher’s Manifesto; the following clauses explore the praxis itself.

2 I will help my learners to explore who they are, who they want to be, and how English will help them get there.

Post-structuralism has increasingly brought into question previously held theories of learners’ integrative motivation (which were based on the work of Gardner and Lambert (1972) and Gardner (1985)) as the whole concept of a ‘model’ English speaker has become obsolete in the post-modern globalised world. Dörnyei has led the development of this focus in the field of motivational research, which sees identification with future self-concept, rather than an external group, as the major motivating factor (Dörnyei and Csizér, 2002; Dörnyei, 2005, 2009). This has developed into Dörnyei’s L2 Motivational Self System (Dörnyei 2005, 2009) which is based on the central idea of possible selves.

A starting point for analysis is the current self, or the existing self. Dörnyei states that the tension or difference between the current-self and the ideal-self is one of the primary catalysts for motivation; to understand and recognise this motivation, however, one has to understand where one is now – where and who the current identity is. Gramsci also recognised this:

The starting point of critical elaboration is the consciousness of what one really is, and is ‘knowing thyself’ as a product of the historical process to date which has deposited in you an infinity of traces without leaving an inventory. First, it is necessary to create such an inventory. (Gramsci, 1975: 1376)

While Dörnyei does not say so explicitly, a starting point for the implementation of this system with learners is to support strong self-criticism so that learners can get a realistic sense of where they are, their identity now, and how they might develop.

A key component of this theory (and a key contrast to Gardnerian theory which rested on past experiences and previously constructed aims and goals) is the ideal future self – its activation and generation. Role models are important for learners and their development, and it is important they are chosen personally by the learners themselves rather than being shallow celebrities chosen by a textbook designer with little imagination playing to the Western European market. If role models are chosen by an external person (also for example, by an expatriate teacher from the alien hegemonic culture), this has the potential to covertly force

---

1 It is interesting to compare Gramsci’s use here of depositing, and the term as it was adapted and used by Freire (1970); implications for ELT praxis and the link between Freire and Gramsci could be fruitful in future research.
hegemonic values as it is the hegemonic outsider who chooses who these role models are and which values they present. There is a danger that the teacher would guide learners based on the teacher’s own views and thereby delegitimize the views of the learners.

To ensure progress towards the ideal future self, the second component Dörnyei advocates (drawing on sports psychology and child development psychology) is supporting learners in the development of a realistic and achievable road-map, or plan of their progress: a ‘procedural strategy’ (p36) comprising of:

- visualisation of success;
- positive visualisation of ideal future self and current self in tandem to reduce anxiety.

This also needs to be offset by the development of thought about the ought-to self and possible conflicting future actions. One must also think about the feared self, as fear of failure and negative emotion pushes one further towards the ideal future self.

The third and final component put forward by Dörnyei is the L2 learning experience and environment. Interestingly, Dörnyei provides little guidance on this. He states:

*This component is conceptualised at a different level from the L2 self guides, and future research will hopefully elaborate on the self aspects of this bottom-up process.* (Dörnyei, 2009: 29)

The Teacher’s Manifesto is an attempt to contribute to further development of Dörnyei’s theory by investigating its implementation in an EFL setting.

**Suggested Activities:**

- Learners critically assess positive and negative factors in their lives in individual extensive writing uncorrected for accuracy.

- Learners imagine what their ‘best possible self’ is, considering who they want to be in the future, what their aspirations and goals are, and complete a piece of open, extensive writing describing this self. Learners may use multiple media if they wish. These texts should not be corrected.

- Learners consider what role (if any) English will have in their ‘best possible self’, and create realistic ideas of developmental pathways (adapted from Sheldon and Lyubomirsky, 2006).
To activate motivation, learners choose and research a role model from their mother culture, focusing on values and successes.

3 I will explore challenging issues in the classroom, ensuring that the environment is supportive.

Challenging issues are motivating, and learners’ exploration of these issues contributes towards their developing counter-hegemonic dialogues. Learners’ responses to challenging issues are far stronger than their responses to the textbook writer’s stock of stale and unfunny ‘anecdotes’, contrived scenarios populated by cardboard characters, or safe (yet turgid) discussion points on bedtimes, teenagers’ rights, or other such inoffensive (and un-engaging) issues. By introducing challenging issues in a humanist manner, the teacher can take advantage of the special nature of the L2 classroom: learners’ L2 identities are fluid, complex, and divorced somewhat from the prejudices, fears, and emotions of the more easily damaged L1 self. The distancing effect of L2, and the separate L2 identity, allows learners to engage with challenging issues in a more detached, less threatening manner. The session also put forward the notion that teachers have a responsibility to bring these issues forward for learners’ consideration, for if not teachers, then whom?

Suggested Activity:

Given the concerns with raising negative affective filters when addressing challenging issues, Tomlinson’s (1998) ‘access-self’ activities prove useful. These activities encourage reflection and reduce anxiety: tasks are open ended, engage the learners personally as human beings, and stimulate both left- and right-brain activities. Post-reading activities elicit holistic responses, and feedback is provided through commentaries and suggested answers rather than an answer sheet; follow-up activities (possibly involving other learners) are encouraged (Tomlinson, 1998: pp 322–323). Therefore, teachers should seek to create ‘access-self’ materials in a range of relevant challenging issues.

4 I will encourage my learners’ pride in their L1, and use this positively in the classroom.

Learners should be encouraged to view positively the facets of their existing indigenous language identity, and not to see English as ‘better’, ‘more powerful’, or indeed a threat. Learners should be encouraged to use of L1 in class if they think that concepts are better expressed in L1; this L1 usage will foster language mixing skills when communicating with learners with the same L1 thereby creating a realistic communication act.

2 ‘Challenging issues’ are taken to be sensitive issues with a social, political, or personal impact, or those which question values or beliefs.
Suggested Activities:

- Learners and teachers negotiate the choice of texts for classroom study, ensuring a mixture of L1 and L2 texts. ELT activities can be stimulated by L1 texts, too!

- Learners think of proverbs and idioms in L1, then attempt to translate them into English. Translation is first ‘word for word’, followed by a semantic translation of meaning, exploring the richness of L1, and its value.

- Learners compare grammatical structures in English and L1, and whether this leads to difference in thought.

5 I will raise learners’ awareness of embedded cultural hegemony in texts.

Learners should be given the skills and capacity to recognise cultural or linguistic hegemony in texts which they encounter – be they classroom texts or real (non-ELT) texts. Sarah Benesch (2006) provides an excellent example of raising critical awareness of hegemonic cultural deposits with media analysis activities – in developing classroom activities, she argues that the goal should be to encourage learner exploration for self-awareness through guided discovery, not instruction.

Suggested Activities:

- Learners critically explore the meaning and symbolism of pictures and images in textbooks.

- Learners compare newspapers in L1 and English, or on-line news texts, or news texts in other media, examining the choice of news, and representations of different groups.

- Learners assess the accents chosen in listening texts, and their relevance.

- Learners examine artistic representations of different groups in popular culture and create own multimedia representations of self and other.

6 I will encourage language mixing, and the development of learners’ spontaneous grammar.

This potentiality leads from Gramsci’s (1975) discussions of the grammars of hegemony: normative grammar, and spontaneous grammar.

Normative grammar, Gramsci said, is ‘the reciprocal monitoring, reciprocal teaching, reciprocal ‘censorship’... to create a grammatical conformism, [and] to establish ‘norms’ of correctness and incorrectness’ (Gramsci, 1985: 180). Normative grammars are coerced by fear, or coerced subconsciously by hegemonic forces in society, and are often described as the way people ‘should’ talk.
Spontaneous grammar, by comparison, is that which utilises maximum individualism and free-will in its construction. It is not dictated to by persuasion, coercion, historical pressure, nor is it limited by external structures.

Gramsci acknowledges that spontaneous grammars can (and ideally will) become normative given time as they will unify into one language. Ives (2004) explains Gramsci’s ideal:

*The goal is to achieve a common language, not a singular, dominant interpretation of everything ... this hegemonic (or counter-hegemonic) language must be unified enough, coherent enough, to yield effective resistance to capitalist hegemony (and its language).* (Ives, 2004: 114)

Through critical praxis, and through the encouragement of spontaneous grammars, there is the possibility for English as a foreign language to produce counter-hegemonic discourses. If spontaneous grammars can be encouraged in the classroom, and focus can be given to learner-ownership of the language through subversion, learners can create identities (and even their own ‘language’) counter-hegemonic to colonial language identities, and separate from an English language identity.

Language mixing activities are an excellent means of stimulating spontaneous grammar, particularly in activities which aim to develop learners’ textual identities. Mixed textual identities are inherently complex, and highlight the limitations of binary, dichotomous theories of language identity development. In their complexity, they delegitimize the hegemonic dichotomous framework of English through the subversion of English itself. Therefore, by combining extensive writing with language mixing, there is potential for real exploration of identity and creation of spontaneous grammars and counter-hegemonic discourse if a critical experience could be induced.

*Suggested Activities:*

- Learners examine real examples of language mixing, and examine why particular languages were chosen in each case.
- Learners experiment with language mixing.
- After learners have practised ‘fun’ activities, language mixing is encouraged in extensive writing to show developing complex identities.
7 I will not ‘do nothing’, because that in itself is political.

Learners are political beings, just as classrooms are political spaces. Choosing to ‘do nothing’, to continue without further thought and with existing materials, is a political choice which perpetuates the problem.

The research in DRC indicated the development of complex language identities, and of emergent and empowering spontaneous grammars. Interestingly, participants in Harrogate reciprocally questioned the ethics of using (or depositing) the manifesto in non-native English speaking teachers; this should be examined in further research.
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Teaching English for Sustainability
Rachel Bowden

Introduction

English Language Teaching (ELT) has evolved alongside the emergence as English as a world language. In this essay I will suggest why, as a result of its evolution, ELT can and should be a medium for critically evaluating and reforming global ways of knowing. I will start with a brief exploration of sustainability, go on to consider the connection between education and sustainability and finally argue why, as English Language professionals, we have a unique and significant role to play in the realisation of education for sustainability.

Sustainability implies indefinite continuation or survival – whether for individuals, communities, ecosystems, businesses. It has become increasingly clear, to me, that the way many of us are living is wholly unsustainable, in terms of its impact on communities, environments and even, since the crash last year, economies.

The last fifty years of dominant western thought have been, I would contend, characterised by a belief in the power of the market and the omnipotence of science and technology to liberate humanity from the constraints of nature and society (Berthaud, 1997). The associated mechanistic world view has seen the commoditisation of food, labour and the environment. As a result whole populations have become disconnected from themselves, each other and their surroundings with disastrous consequences for the global system (Robert, 1992). Consequently, according to Simon Lewis (2009), we are now entering a new geological epoch, the ‘anthropocene’, in which ‘humanity is having planet wide impacts on the Earth’s workings’ (Lewis, 2009).

How is education connected to sustainability?

The creation and maintenance of sustainable societies depends on learning as ‘sustainable systems are those which are ( . . . ) able to learn in order to maintain and adapt themselves’ (Sterling, 2001 p.54). However both the nature of the learning, and the sustainable societies we aim for are complex and ill-defined. Sterling (2001) highlights the mutuality and interdependence of these concepts in suggesting that we need a deeper understanding of the ecological world view, an ‘emergent’ paradigm, alongside which ‘an educational culture and paradigm can be developed’ (Sterling, 2001 p.11). In this process ‘how we see the world shapes the world and this in turn shape us’ (Sterling, 2001 p.50).
It has been argued that Education for Sustainability (EfS) should not simply be education about the environment, but a ‘transformational’ process which will facilitate new ways of seeing, knowing and acting and as such must encompass perceptual, conceptual and practical dimensions (Sterling, 2001 p.60-61). Indeed EfS challenges functional paradigms of education that prepare people to contribute as toward economic growth and follow behavioural norms of society (Bartlett, 2004 p.79). Instead the onus is on creating ‘citizens capable of designing and maintaining sustainable societies’ (CEL, 2009). This implies developing the range of critical and reflective competencies such as those described by the Centre for Eco-Literacy (CEL, 2009) (Appendix 1).

This marks a shift away from the purpose of education as transmitting previously and centrally defined knowledge or ways of being to the negotiation of ways of knowing at being at local levels. Central to this idea is the reconnection of individuals to local communities and environments and the ability to participate in wider dialogues and debates about world issues. This demands developing a critical awareness to evaluate current practices, explore assumptions and articulate an inclusive shared vision.

**What are the connections between EfS and ELT theory and practice?**

**What we teach**

EfS is ‘a way of thinking as much as what we are thinking about’ (Wheeler and Bijur, 2000 cited in Bhandari and Obe, 2003 p.23). This illustrates the complexity of EfS which is not simply education about sustainability, but must more broadly be education for sustainability, and even education as sustainability (Sterling, 2001). From this perspective we can see that methodology (how) is fundamentally connected to content (what) within a wider ideological framework.

Within ELT the English language was traditionally what was taught. However, over the past 50 years, views on language teaching and learning have shifted. Previously accepted teaching methods saw language as objective, for example grammar translation where learners memorised and translated written texts (Richards and Rogers, 1986). In contrast current approaches, such as the communicative approach, see language as inherently subjective in both production and interpretation, functional (both interactional and transactional (Brown and Yule, 1987 p.22)), and part of a system of interacting ‘messages’ operating within a specific context (Richards and Rogers, 1986). In my view, this evolution of understanding mirrors the move from a mechanistic to an ecological educational paradigm (Sterling, 2001 p.58-59).
Furthermore, shifts in methodology have echoed shifts in thinking about language itself. For example, in the now widely practised Lexical Approach (Lewis, 1993) vocabulary is taught in contextualised chunks, rather than isolated words, and the emphasis is on learners noticing patterns of use in context rather than learning fixed rules connected to single words. From this view demarcations such as grammar and vocabulary are increasingly obsolete as language is seen as systemic, and words gain meaning through relationships with other words and the surrounding context.

With over a billion speakers all over the world English is no longer simply a language of the British. It is used express a diversity of views and narratives in global discourse, and is itself the medium for emerging ideas (Crystal, 2003). I believe that in exploring English language it is necessary to locate and trace assumptions of the western ideology, especially the development discourse as in *The Development Dictionary* (1992). It is, however, crucial that English language teachers are prepared to reflect on the implicit and explicit assumptions in the language they use and teach, and facilitate this critical awareness in their learners. Teachers must realise that ‘the acquisition and development of literacy is not, and cannot be, a neutral process’ (Bartlett, 2004 p.81).

**How we teach**

Current ELT practice, called the eclectic or sometimes simply the communicative approach is in fact a mixture of many different methodologies, or ‘tools’. Within a set of emergent beliefs about the nature of teaching, learning and language, teachers select from a range of methodologies to suit each learning context (Hedge, 2000).

EFL teaching has come to embrace a humanistic approach, seeing the learner as centre of their own learning process and considering issues such as the motivation, principles and commitment of the learner to be crucial (Stevick, 1980). Methodologies such as community based learning recognise the value of a learning community which, I think, reflects a systems view where the whole is considered greater than the sum of its parts (CEL, 2009) (Overfield, 1997). This can be seen in the layout of ELT classrooms where tables are arranged to promote various dynamics of collaborative working for example ‘islands’, ‘horse shoe’ or ‘circles’ (Overfield, 1997)(Hedge, 2000).
Where/who we teach

In my view the scale of the EfS project demands global participation in debates about society and sustainability and resultant changes in behaviour. This participation must happen at all levels, within dialogue between the personal, local and social. This vision of EfS calls for local negotiation of meaning, and so argues for decentralised planning. At the same time, EfS demands learning from all sectors of society, civil, state and business, indeed cross sectoral learning gives us the biggest chance of societal change.

The use of English by speakers of other languages is widespread, with learners extending far beyond the realm of formal education:

*The evidence suggests that English is now the dominant voice in international politics, banking, the press, the news agencies, advertising, broadcasting, the recording industry, motion pictures, travel, science and technology, knowledge management, and communications. No other language has achieved such a widespread profile – or is likely to, in the foreseeable future* (Crystal, 2003)

Moreover, English language teaching often surpasses the boundaries of language instruction. In the British Council worldwide a significant proportion of all courses are run off site in state, NGO or corporate sectors. Courses such as communication skills, report writing, team building, leadership, creativity, and critical thinking reflect the now widely held understanding that language and communication skills are interconnected. As beliefs and values are implicit in any process of communication I feel the classroom can be an ideal site for their exploration.

Within the ELT classroom cultural norms that restrict people communicating together are often removed. This can have a ripple effect into the wider community, as Kennet (2009) suggests that approaches used in the classroom, functioning as a microcosm of community, can directly transfer to use in the workplace, and wider society. Moreover, this learning does not have to be imposed as people are motivated to learn using approaches which result in competencies, as well as English language, which meet the demands of their workplaces and are often not met through formal education systems (Kennet, 2009).

How can ELT move towards EfS?

Although as stated above I believe there are many connections between EfS and ELT, the fact that this is not discussed limits the association. Although Cambridge CELTA and DELTA qualifications place heavy emphasis on reflective practice, connections between teaching methodologies and their wider ideological context are not explored. An understanding of these connections would enable teachers,
in my opinion, to actively select ‘tools’ coherent with this vision as well as engaging students in this process. For both teachers and students a personal orientation on the sustainability debate would encourage them to engage with discussions on all levels, enabling them to be agents for change.

Using visions of EfS as a basis there are many ways in which the sustainability focus of ELT could be strengthened by teachers. Here are a few suggestions:

Relating teaching material to both personal and local concerns as well as connecting it to wider debates. For example by using learners’ own experiences and opinions as the basis for discussion rather than set texts, or incorporating authentic texts and subjecting them to critical analysis.


Further developing our expertise in related skills through English such as critical and creative thinking, interpersonal skills and collaborative working, intercultural dialogue and respect for diversity, managing change and conflict.

Greater connection with the local community and local issues, for example inviting local people to present ideas or going out and interacting, for example, conducting surveys, recording narratives.

Ongoing dialogue with the wider learning institution, aiming for a clear policy statement making transparent views about learning and societal change. This could include equality and diversity, and environmental impact and would ensure that curricula and organisational practices are coherent with this view and help to transform learning organisations at all levels.

**Conclusion**

In this essay I outlined the concept of sustainability, showing how rather than being a fixed idea it is a complex emerging concept to which education and learning are central. I have illustrated the connections between EFL theory and practice and societal change/ transformation paradigms. Moreover, I hope that I have shown how English, itself a site of ambiguity, can be used as a medium for identifying assumptions and reformulating knowledge (Rushdie, 1991 p.17)
To strengthen the impact of ELT on sustainability it is important to open the vision, image and design of sustainable education to discussion. I believe that empowering ELT teachers and learners to engage with the wider society in exploring, developing and manifesting sustainability values will enable them to act as agents for change.
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Head

- Ecological knowledge
- The ability to think systemically
- The ability to think critically, to solve problems creatively, and to apply environmental ethics to new situations
- The ability to assess the impact of human technologies and actions and to envision the long-term consequences of decisions

Heart

- A deeply felt, not just understood, concern for the well-being of the Earth and of all living things
- Empathy and the ability to see from and appreciate multiple perspectives
- A commitment to equity, justice, inclusivity, and respect for all people
- Skills in building, governing, and sustaining communities
Hands
- The ability to apply ecological knowledge to the practice of ecological design
- Practical skills to create and use tools, objects, and procedures required by sustainable communities
- The ability to assess and make adjustments to uses of energy and resources
- The capacity to convert convictions into practical and effective action

Spirit
- A sense of wonder
- A capacity for reverence
- A deep appreciation of place
- A feeling of kinship with the natural world, and the ability to invoke that feeling in other
Introduction
Current advances in technology and the impact of socio-constructivist learning principles in online education have made virtual worlds such as Second Life viable and accepted environments for learning. Here, I will describe two projects I am involved in as a member of the British Council, which take place within the virtual world of Second Life, and which in distinct ways provide opportunities for language learning.

Virtual worlds in education
A virtual world can be described as a 3D environment, accessed via a computer connected to the Internet, where the user interacts with the environment and other users through an avatar – a 3D virtual representation of the user. Other inherent characteristics of these environments are that they are persistent – they continue to exist outside the user’s direct interaction, they are scalable – they allow for hundreds of users from geographically dispersed areas to be in the same space simultaneously and contrary to other computer mediated communication tools, they allow for a very high level of social presence - the ability of participants in a community to project themselves socially and emotionally, as ‘real’ people.

The use of virtual worlds for education has garnered a great deal of attention and research from many fields in the last few years (see de Freitas, 2009). Language learning, in particular, is an area which can benefit from the affordances offered by this technology, namely the communication tools, the socio-constructivist learning environment and the possibility of communication with people from all over the world. Additionally, the immersive quality of virtual worlds gives a powerful feeling of ‘being there’, which allows for more authentic social communication. The most popular social virtual world and the one with the largest educational community is Second Life, which is where the following two projects have taken place.
Language Learning Quests

One of the preferred hobbies of millions of young learners (and adults as well) around the world is playing video games. Video games, also known as digital games, have many qualities which can be used to foster learning such as being engaging, motivating and most importantly, fun. Moreover, while having fun, learners are given the opportunity to apply cognitive skills such as lateral and critical thinking, making quick decisions on the fly and multi-tasking, which are skills that can be applied throughout their lives. Two teachers from the British Council in Barcelona, who understood the potential of video games in education, saw in Second Life the opportunity to merge the engaging and fun characteristics of video games with the social and immersive qualities of virtual worlds. As a result of their ideas and research, the British Council commissioned the building of three islands in the Second Life Teen Grid – a safe environment where only 13 to 17 year olds and approved adults working for educational projects are allowed access. These islands would contain replicas of famous British landmarks and cultural references, such as the London Eye, the Giant’s Causeway, Robin Hood and William Shakespeare. In addition to being a kind of 3D virtual museum where learners could learn more about British culture, these references were also integrated into digital game-based learning tasks, dubbed Language Learning Quests.

The Language Learning Quests can be compared to the latest generation of adventure video games, such as Myst, where clues must be discovered amongst a 3D environment and its objects manipulated in order to solve puzzles, but with a clear pedagogical focus – the practising of English skills and specific vocabulary and grammar input. However, as the main premise was to attract learners to the islands to play these quests and to be motivated enough to complete them, they incorporate many of the learning principles found in video games, as argued by Gee (2006) and Prensky (2007), in their design and are therefore, challenging and fun. This is an example of using Second Life for the autonomous learning of English as a by-product of engagement during play. An in-depth explanation of the rationale behind their design and a case study can be found in Pereira (2009). Of course, Second Life can also accommodate more traditional teaching/learning approaches, and an example of direct instruction in virtual worlds will now be given.

The AVALON project

Second Life allows its users to simulate practically any environment a designer can imagine, from a classroom, to an airport, to the inside of a blood cell flowing through veins in the human body! And although teaching in a virtual classroom does have its place in virtual education, as it bridges the gap between the familiar
and unfamiliar, the possibilities for simulation and role-play are enormous. Because virtual worlds are new learning environments, these new tools and new pedagogies need to be the focus of research and evaluated.

The team behind the LearnEnglish Second Life for Teens project, consisting of two British Council staff in Barcelona and one in Porto, were invited to participate in a research project which would involve 10 educational institutions managed by The University of Manchester and including the British Council, represented by its Second Life project team. The Access to Virtual and Action Learning ONline (AVALON) project is a two-year European-funded project which aims to create materials and guidelines for best practice in teaching in 3D virtual environment as well as to run a pilot teacher training course in Second Life with language teachers. The materials and best practice guidelines were initially created during the running of various language learning courses such as Business English, Italian and North-Sami, which were offered to learners for free. The courses took place over six weeks and afterwards, the materials were refined and improved in order to be included in the pilot teacher training course, which involved five experienced tutors and over 20 practising language teachers from all over Europe as students.

**Lessons Learned**

As a way for young learners to have access to authentic language in a safe and engaging environment, the British Council’s Second Life for Teens islands have been a success. Research on the Language Learning Quests has found that they are a fun and motivating way for young learners to practise their English autonomously. However, it has also found that learners expect more gaming elements to be implemented in the quests (such as fighting and driving) and that the four English skills need to be more evenly implemented in their design. The three islands are now being transferred onto the Second Life main grid, and we can expect adult learners to take advantage of the language Learning Quests for autonomous learning as well. Additionally, having a presence on the Second Life main grid, will also allow English teachers from all over the world to explore the islands and share them with their own adult students. The island space has also been used on various occasions to promote British Council and external projects, and is expected to host various round-table discussions on language learning and other topics in the future.

The AVALON project has been incredibly successful thus far. A second iteration of the Business English course has just been run, with exceptional participation from the students and the teacher training course received over eighty applicants and very positive feedback. Another teacher training course is already being prepared for November and if there is continued demand, it may be run as a paid
course in the future. The project has also created an ever-growing community of educators who engage in discussion and host educational events in Second life and other platforms. Access to the community and further information can be found at http://avalon-project.ning.com.

It is my view that virtual worlds have much to offer language learners and teachers - both through digital-game based autonomous learning and virtual face-to-face instruction. The British Council’s Second Life islands and the AVALON project are two projects which are successfully promoting the use of virtual worlds for language learning, and as the community of educators and learners they have fostered grows, so will the recognition and use of virtual worlds as serious learning tools.
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What is a computer game?
A computer game is a game played on a personal computer rather than on a video game console or on an arcade machine. It’s possible to buy commercial computer games in video game shops and department stores (to play on operating systems such as Windows) as well as from many of the publishing companies that may well have printed the coursebooks your language learners use. However, I believe it is more practical to find, adapt and use computer games that are free and available to play on the internet.

Why computer games?
Two prominent advocators of the educational benefits to gaming are James Paul Gee and Marc Prensky. Gee identified 36 learning principles evident in the game design of good games and argues that these lead to the development of valid world skills and should be applied to learning within the classroom. Prensky’s focus is more directly aimed at helping teachers change their pedagogy in partnership with 21st century students. Both see a more digital game based learning pedagogy as necessary to produce a more effective pedagogy.

Why not language computer games?
Game design of language computer games is dictated by an agenda that has pedagogical goals in mind that are primarily to learn, practise or test language elements. There is no doubt that these games can be useful tools especially as a way of testing in a fun way. This is why language computer games are chosen by the teacher for learners to play. Unfortunately these games tend to be too overtly language based. By effectively subverting many of the complexities that modern computer games have evolved they lose their popular appeal. This is the reason why such games as ‘The Sims’ have become such a commercial, social and cultural phenomena and ‘vocabulary space invaders’ will not.

Why online games?
First of all, if you have a computer with an internet connection and flash installed then you have access to thousands of free online games. The game design of these online computer games is concerned more with what makes a game popular, fun and engaging. This has not only meant more detailed graphics, more
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engrossing story lines and more advanced titles but, most importantly, these are the games that our learners choose to play. By viewing these online computer games as authentic material it can be a simple matter for language teachers to design language tasks that capitalise on the fun factor yet focus on the language.

How do you adapt online games for language?

Lower range language levels
Dress up games is a very popular online computer game genre where you simply design a character and dress them up in clothes designs and colours of your choosing. It’s a very simple matter for a teacher to produce a written text by playing one of these games at a planning stage, print the picture off and write a graded physical description. The text can be used as a relay dictation in a computer room for learners to reproduce the teacher’s character on the same website. Alternatively, learners can produce their own characters, print them off and write their own texts. Physical descriptions, abilities, everyday habits, bios, role plays and a bunch of other activities can develop from the material your learners produce. You may wish to be careful which dress up games you choose. A game such as heromachine focuses on designing superheroes and can prove quite timeless and appeal to both boys and girls. The popular film series *Twilight* also has its fair share of dress up games but may prove not as timeless and appeals mainly to girls.

Middle range language levels
Point and click adventure games are possibly the most popular genre of online computer games. These types of games have a plot and usually involve a central character having to solve and complete a series of puzzles to either ‘escape a room’ (a sub genre in itself), get an object, defeat a foe and sometimes all three. The popularity of these games combined with the sheer fact that they can contain complex and difficult to solve puzzles has meant that a writing genre called *walkthroughs* has evolved. A walkthrough is a set of written instructions usually produced by a gamer in order to assist another gamer in completing parts of a game that they are having difficulty completing. Walkthroughs are rich in vocabulary, prepositions and imperatives. By re-editing a walkthrough it’s possible for a teacher to expand the range and complexity of the language content to contain such language items as phrasal verbs, conditionals, adjectives, sequencers and narrative devices to produce material to be used before, during or after playing the game. Alternatively, learners can be set the task of producing these language elements from a basic walkthrough or by simply playing the game. Games such as MOTAS (mystery of Time and Space), Samorost2, 3wish: hamster rescue and grow cube are visually engaging fun games with walkthroughs of varying length and complexity.
Higher range language levels.

Online computer games that tackle world issues can prove very useful tools for stimulating a discursive writing activity that can either be completed in class or for homework. I like to play these types of games with the class divided into teams. Teams can then take notes on vocabulary items, discuss the decisions needed to play the game, elect a spokesperson to present their arguments to the class, vote on how to proceed or play the game and discuss the results. Different types of strategy games provide platforms for different issues. *Stop disasters* focuses on several different natural disasters. *Third world farmer* focuses on the situation that many third world farmers have to face and is an interesting game in that you can’t win – highlighting the ‘no win’ situation that many third world farmers are in fact in. *Against all odds* looks at three situations facing immigrants – living in an oppressive regime, escaping across the border and settling in a new country. In this series of games the player has to read text to make choices, play short video game sequences and interpret the images they see in the game.

Of course there are many online text based computer games that offer excellent opportunities for reading practice. Much in the same way walkthroughs provide reading skills practice where comprehension is tested by being able to play the game itself. Traditionally reading activities required the learner to read the text and answer questions. With game based reading activities learners read the text and need to comprehend the content in order to play the game as effectively as possible. Games such as *runescape* (a dungeon and dragons style game) are very visual and complex and so offer tutorials in which the gamer receives instructions to some of the many tasks they would have to be aware of if they were to start playing the game in earnest. These tutorial games offer reading skills practice that follows a seemingly TPR (Total Physical Response) pedagogy – although VPR (Virtual Physical Response) is probably a more appropriate term.

Lesson plans, downloadable material and further information on all the games mentioned in this article can be found on the following blog:
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Breaking down the classroom walls: web-based tasks with real outcomes

Ann Foreman

How can we motivate our students to see learning English as not just another academic subject but as a communication tool that will be useful for them throughout their lives? My method for tackling the problem is to create tasks which are relevant to them and produce tangible results.

Case study: presenting a recipe task

Here’s a sample task I’ve used with a group of adult students. We had set up a class blog and identified that pronunciation was an area they wanted to focus on (See http://tiny.cc/136in).

- First, the students studied a model. In pairs, they selected a recipe from Videojug (http://www.videojug.com/) – a web site that uses videos to give advice about how to do things and contains hundreds of recipes. Each video includes a text version of the instructions. The students paid attention to sentence stress and intonation and made a note of any new vocabulary they felt critical to understanding their recipe.

- Next, we commented together on what language, intonation and word stress were used in the recipes and reviewed new vocabulary.

- The students then changed partners and took turns to describe the recipe they’d looked at to their new partner, who hadn’t seen it.

- Back in their original pairs, they decided on a recipe of their own to present.

- With help from me, a volunteer from the group demonstrated how to use VoiceThread (http://voicethread.com/) to present their recipes. VoiceThread is a web resource which allows you to create an on-line slideshow with a recorded commentary. I used the demonstration as an opportunity to highlight the language that students needed for the task e.g. What about that photo? No, not that one, this one. Scroll down a bit further. It’s my turn. The students noted this language down.

- Afterwards, they practised this process language in pairs with a role play.
Working again in pairs, they found photos of the ingredients of their recipes on the internet, uploaded them to VoiceThread and recorded their recipes.

Once completed, they embedded their VoiceThreads into post on their blog.

I then spent time with each pair listening to their VoiceThreads and focussing on any problems they’d had.

Finally, everybody discussed and commented on each other’s recipes.

An example (http://tiny.cc/sbl9m) of the completed task.

Using a collaborative platform and employing scaffolding techniques

I always use a blog, or some other collaborative online platform, for task-based work. Setting one up is a combined effort between me and my students: they choose its title, layout and invite themselves to become members. This establishes from the outset their ownership of what’s published on the blog and helps them to see it as a space where they can express themselves freely.

Putting tasks on the class blog takes the spotlight off me and gives me time to devote to individual students and make use of the scaffolding techniques that are so productive in language learning. I listen to or read with each student what they have produced, and by gauging where they’re at, help them by hints and prompts to bridge the gap between what they have achieved and what they would like to achieve.

Task design and focussing on process language

I try to design tasks that cover a content area that’s wide enough for students to pick on a particular aspect that interests them; that require them to be creative; and that stretch them, but don’t overwhelm them. Challenging students to be inquiring and creative motivates them to think for themselves, collaborate with their class mates, reflect on what they know and need to know, structure their thoughts and, ultimately, find the language that suits the occasion.

A crucial part of the task is ensuring that students have the necessary language for carrying it out. That’s why I spend time to focus on the process language we use when demonstrating the web tools we use for a task. If students don’t know how to say such things as “it’s my turn, you’re making a right mess of it, let me have a go” or “click there, scroll down a bit further, it’s the one at the top of the page” they’ll inevitably revert to their first language. This language is the stuff of life and what I’m perhaps most interested in students practising.
Real results

It’s really important that the platform for all this is the internet, an authentic communication channel, and that students are using their language skills to negotiate with the real world. When students publish their work on the internet, they experience real and tangible results from their efforts; by contributing to the body of information and knowledge that all of us have access to, they actively break through the confines of the classroom.

So, to come full turn to where we started with the sample task; from one who has had the opportunity to try out the recipes published by the students, the proof is in the pudding, they are very tasty indeed!